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Abstract 

The Green Economy, in the context of sustainable development and poverty reduction, is cur-
rently the most important item on the international environmental policy agenda. While confer-
ences proceed and countries prepare for a transition to the Green Economy as advised by 
UNEP, the definition of the concept remains contested, yet still demanded. In parallel, countries 
have requested, and agreed on principle that they be given relative flexibility to dictate the im-
plementation of their transitions. The result, like sustainable development before it is a multiple 
meanings which may position the Green Economy concept for failure in the long term as these 
meanings erode its practical relevance across contexts. 

By means of argumentation analysis supported by framing theory, this study argues that the ful-
filment of both requests is not necessarily compatible as countries define and redefine the con-
cept of the Green Economy within different contexts. It also argues that ultimately Green 
Economy does indeed share weaknesses similar to those observed in sustainable development 
literature which may lead to its long term irrelevance and dim the likelihood of achieving its pur-
pose.  The object of analysis is a speech given at an African Economic Conference that is ana-
lysed to illustrate the already existing divergence of definitions and expose these weaknesses. 

Relevance to Development Studies 

The Environment and Sustainable Development (ESD) specialization is concerned with global 
environmental politics and the debates surrounding current concepts and frameworks for envi-
ronmental policy. The Green Economy is such a topic, emerging as a proposed new paradigm 
for the achievement of sustainable development. As it stands the concept is not clearly defined, 
remains contested and therefore allows multiple perspectives for understanding and implement-
ing it. This study explores but one such perspective, providing an insight into alternative con-
structions of multiple meanings and hence definitions of the Green Economy while reflecting on 
the power of deliberate language use in constructing these but also render them irrelevant in the 
prolonged absence of a consensus on the concept’s meaning. 
 

Keywords 

Green Economy, Africa, Sustainable Development, Argumentation Analysis, Framing, Meles 
Zenawi 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction  

Just over 30 years ago “The Limits to Growth” report (Meadows et al. 1972) made the sali-
ent warning that humanity could not continue consuming physical resources and grow in popula-
tion at a rate faster than that which nature could support, lest it find itself in a state of collapse , 
which could be of economic, ecological and social dimensions. Over the last decade or so, the 
world has fallen victim to a range of crises that happened in quick succession only to later con-
verge into a multi-faceted crisis we face today. The climate, food and financial crises for instance, 
can be seen as signals that the planetary ‘limits to growth’ as warned by Meadows et al. (1972) are 
indeed being approached by our current global systems of development.  

Meadows et al. (1972) went on to suggest that prompt, global decision making needed to be 
made in order to reduce these growth rates and avoid collapse, emphasizing that delays in this 
process would only increase the chances of the collapse becoming a reality midway through the 
21st century if business continued “as usual”. The latest proposition to emerge from such global 
decision making spaces in response to looming threats to growth is that a shift be made towards 
an economic system that results in improved human well-being and social equity, while signifi-
cantly reducing environmental risks and ecological scarcities (UNEP 2011) i.e. towards a Green 
Economy.  

With such an appealing target and the similarly attractive idea that such balanced sustainabil-
ity can be achieved  without discontinuing economic growth, the Green Economy is gathering 
momentum as a “three birds, one stone” sustainable solution to the multiple crises (Barbier et al. 
2013). The Green Economy has been a prominent feature of international environmental policy 
gatherings since 2008. 

However, the idea of linking the economy, environment and society so as to proceed with 
development in an integrative manner and in the hope of countering signals that the planetary 
‘limits to growth’ are approaching precedes this contemporary concept that is the Green Econ-
omy. The concept’s precursor, sustainable development, sought to achieve these same objectives 
when it emerged in the late 1980s although it never proposed a pathway quite as detailed as the 
Green Economy’s (Brockington 2012). The Green Economy in fact is considered part of and a 
strategy for sustainable development despite almost taking on an identity of its own in interna-
tional policy circles (e.g. UN) over the last five years or so.  

Despite attempts by organizations such as UNEP to produce a working definition for it, the 
Green Economy’s definition remains unsettled in many stakeholders’ minds and is therefore 
greatly contested. Nevertheless, the lack of a shared understanding has not stopped some coun-
tries from proceeding to strategize and implement steps towards a transition from currently 
‘brown’ economies to green ones. As ambitious and optimistic a sign this is, attempting to im-
plement a little understood and inadequately defined concept that holds the potential of signifi-
cantly transforming societies in the long term carries certain implications. Some of these implica-
tions may ultimately undermine the original purpose of the concept (Fergus and Rowney 2005, 
Quental et al. 2011) – a trap the concept of sustainable development itself may have already fall-
en into.  
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Why Definition Matters 

The concept of sustainable development found its way into the minds of global policy mak-
ers via the Brundtland report (Brundtland 1987) which defined it as “development which meets 
the needs of current generations without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 
their own needs”. It later solidified its position on multiple agendas at the UN’s 1992 Rio Earth 
Summit (Jacobs 2012). The idea unified decision makers around the possibility of maintaining 
economic growth while ensuring the protection of environmental resources and improving hu-
man standards of living: a very attractive win-win solution (Sachs 1999).  

The interpretation of this definition however is hotly contested to date (Ciegis et al. 2009). 
Such contestation resulted in different theories and worldviews being applied by different com-
munities, be it ‘big businesses’, governments, social reformers or environmental activists (Gid-
dings et al. 2002). Depending on each view or theory, key issues are shaped and prioritized dif-
ferently, guiding the discussions about them in different directions and ultimately influencing 
actors, their roles and their actions (Ciegis et al. 2009, Giddings et al. 2002, Jabareen 2008).  

For instance, comprehension of the social, environmental and economic sustainability com-
ponents of sustainable development and of their intersection can result in different outcomes. 
The pillar approach (the one most often applied) understands the three components as separate 
but connected, allowing different groups to prioritize a particular component. Such compart-
mentalization of components of sustainable development allows policy proposals emanating 
from each stream to serve the interests of one objective at the cost of another. Take for example 
the economic stream’s preference for technological solutions or market-based instruments for 
environmental management. The former may bypass the necessity for resources to be directed at 
environmental resources recovery while the latter obscures unequal socio-economic relation-
ships, alternative knowledge for environmental management or the fundamental need for differ-
ent societal production and consumption habits to change (Giddings et al. 2002).  

Such approaches expose the contradictory objectives within each component (Redclift 
2006), hence identifying a cohesive conceptualization is made difficult and further complicated 
by warnings that disregard of any component of sustainable development, jeopardizes the 
achievement of the ultimate objective of sustainability (Kahuthu 2006). Other ways of interpret-
ing the connections between the three components include seeing them as nested within and 
therefore interdependent upon each other (Waas et al. 2011) or multi-faceted, where it is 
acknowledged that the three components are not homogenous and exist in multiple forms across 
the globe (Waas et al. 2011). While these alternative interpretations take into consideration diver-
sity of views and societies or are take a more desirable integrated approach to sustainable devel-
opment, these still fall short of providing consensus over what needs to be sustained (Jabareen 
2008) or covering all three aspects in a balanced manner while providing a clear understanding of 
what sustainable development is (Ciegis et al. 2009). 

A different part of literature on the definition of sustainable development claims there is a 
form of consensus around its meaning among scholars and practitioners, built over the last two 
decades but even authors such as Robinson (2004), du Pisani (2006) or Kuhlman (2010) agree 
that the multiple, unclear conceptualizations of the term lead to its overuse or misuse to serve 
particular interests. ‘Green washing’, the inaccurate claiming or reporting of corporate social and 
environmental compliance is an example of sustainable development’s appeal being misused 
which also raises ethical concerns surrounding such misuse (Dahl 2010). In the end, the fear is 
that the practical global implementation of the concept is inhibited by this lack of clarity, vague-
ness and/or malleability (Ciegis et al. 2009, Waas et al. 2011) and presents the risk of essentially 
rendering the concept meaningless and powerless in effectively guiding policy action(Giddings et 
al. 2002, Waas et al. 2011, Zaccai 2012).  
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However, given the multiple interpretations of sustainable development, its evolution over 
the last two decades has revealed a trend of co-existing interpretations that inform governance to-
wards sustainability (Zaccai 2012). The result is visible in the growing inclusion of actors outside 
of governments (e.g. public-private partnerships or community-based resource management) or 
a move away from market-based to more informational and voluntary instruments for instance 
(Zaccai 2012). Unfortunately such evolution, despite delivering pollutant reductions or the pro-
motion of green products in the market, has insufficiently addressed major ecological impacts 
such climate change and biodiversity loss as the economic component still holds priority over the 
other two (Zaccai 2012). Waas (2011)offers these shortcomings of the sustainable development 
concept as a reasonable explanation for the perceived little progress made to date with regards to 
its fundamental purpose of sustainability. 

The issues mentioned above all point towards another feature of sustainable development: 
it’s truly complex and multidimensional nature (Waas et al. 2011) which, it can be argued, enables 
these fragmentations and inconsistencies in its interpretation. Dahle (1998) warned that such 
shortcomings – vagueness, malleability – may very well lead concepts similar to that of sustaina-
ble development towards the same fate. This warning is the root of this study’s interest in the 
Green Economy’s multiple meanings, interpretations and their constructions. Born of an unclear 
concept itself and given that its definition is essentially since in construction, can multiple interpreta-
tions of the Green Economy concept create weaknesses similar to those of sustainable development that make it 
vulnerable to misuse and ultimately, failure?  

 

Organization and Argumentation 

Based on these past observations on the concept of sustainable development, it is under-
standable that the task of identifying a single definition of the Green Economy – or at least what 
it should look like – is will be a necessary but complex one, as considerations beyond the eco-
nomic dimension are made to include the social and environmental pillars of sustainable devel-
opment in its conception to varying degrees and as various communities interpret it differently.  

This paper argues that the Green Economy concept, given the absence of a universally ac-
cepted definition, is open to interpretation like sustainable development before it and as a result 
shares certain weaknesses that put it at risk of losing its ability and/or failing to guide interna-
tional efforts to achieve sustainable development and by extension, poverty reduction.  

To demonstrate these weaknesses, the speech given at the Sixth African Economic Confer-
ence by the late Prime Minister of the Federal Republic of Ethiopia, Mr Meles Zenawi. The 
speech, titled “Green Economy and Structural Transformation in Africa”, attempts to build an 
argument in favour of Africa’s transition towards a Green Economy is used as a sample exercise 
in the construction of meanings of a Green Economy. To reveal underlying assumptions, con-
clusions and ultimately meanings given to the Green Economy, the study borrows from the lin-
guistic discipline to perform an argumentation analysis which will identify frames – lenses – 
through which the Green Economy can be understood in a manner different from the typical 
publications from international institutions.  

The Chapters leading up to this analysis are set up to provide an overview of Green Econ-
omy, its most common definitions, critique and overview in an African institutional context 
(Chapter 2). Chapter 3 attends to the theories and methodology for argumentation and framing 
analyses, while Chapter 4 contains the bulk of the speech’s analysis and accompanying discus-
sion. Chapter 5 closes the exercise with some concluding remarks on the implications of the 
analyses findings in relation to the research question. 
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Scope and Limitations 

One of the main limiting factors about this study is with related to the accessibility and con-
tent of the literature. Contemporary literature on the Green Economy seldom deals with its defi-
nition and instead focuses on its components and the links between them. Much of the ‘general’ 
literature on the subject is also published by closely related institutions and/or academics that 
have previously written for these institutions. This reduces the pool and diversity of sources for 
discussion of certain aspects of the concept. 

On the methodological front, the object of analysis (the speech) is explored in its written 
form. This reduces the likelihood of the analysis identifying components of the speech – words, 
phrases or sentences – that the speaker might have uttered with particular emphasis, possibly 
guiding the audience to receive his message in a particular manner. Textual analysis of this nature 
also requires significant experience and practice from the researcher, given the risks of over- or 
under-analysis. In this case, such experience is limited to three months of training in discourse 
studies. This analysis therefore is not complete or considered advanced, nor does it compare 
multiple texts which could help identify a wider discourse. The unit of analysis, the speech, is 
used as a sample of what may be a widespread experience in constructing meanings for a Green 
Economy.  

The intention of this paper however, is not to identify a particular strand of Green Econo-
my discourse but rather but provide and an entry point in understand potential meanings for the 
main subject of interest, and how Green Economy’s staying power can be affected in the face 
their multiplicity  affect. This leaves space open for more in-depth exploration of the same 
speech or other related documentation using different methodology and theory. 
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Chapter 2 
The Green Economy: Context, Definitions and Critique 

Over the last decade or so, the world has fallen victim to a range of crises that happened in 
quick succession only to later converge into a multi-faceted crisis we face today. These crises 
have all had very tangible, negative impacts on human societies, be it in terms of environmental 
or socio-economic damage. Along with the manifestation of these crises, concepts such as green 
growth or the Green Economy have gained traction and now sit firmly at the top of international 
environmental policy making agendas. In this chapter we explore the main tenets of these con-
cepts, giving particular attention to the most recent concept, the Green Economy. 

 

Context for a Green Economy 

The recent global financial crisis drastically reduced the activities of major economies (Edey 
2009, Jessop 2012). As spending and production were curbed in reaction to its peak manifesta-
tion, a palpable contraction of global and national Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was wit-
nessed by many countries, with only a handful being spared (e.g. the Asian Tigers) (Edey 2009). 
This crisis undoubtedly impacted abilities to curb other crises, all of which are complexly inter-
linked (Jessop 2012). 

Elsewhere, the food crisis manifested itself with rising food prices, increasing instances of 
extreme weather critically low levels of global grain reserves threaten not only food security but 
are feared to have spill over effects of social unrest at multiple geopolitical scales (Headey 2013). 
Recovery from the 2012 is crisis is still in progress for consumers and producers worldwide.  

In spite of many nations either turning or seriously considering the turn towards alternative 
energy sources, the dilemma that is the energy crisis persists as fossil fuels remain at the centre of 
many a national economy and access to them is increasingly proving to be problematic from fi-
nancial, stock, environmental and socio-political dimensions (Bradshaw 2013). 

Climate change on another end, despite being countered with numerous international and 
national efforts is yet to be stalled, let alone be reversed , although a minor denial lobby over the 
manifestation of its impacts the legitimation of the science supporting its state remains strong 
(Dunlap and McCright 2011, Oreskes and Conway 2010). Across policy making scales, climate-
related threats remain one of the strongest motivators for the changes in growth patterns and 
environmental stewardship inspired by concepts such as sustainable development, green growth 
and the latest, Green Economy.  

A basic recognition from all fronts is that the environmental aspects of the crises are not 
sufficiently countered by current patterns of economic growth (Jacobs 2012). However, the cou-
pled atmospheres of disappointment with sustainable development efforts on one side (Zaccai 
2012) and persistent sense of crisis on the other over the last decades have created an entry point 
for new paradigms of economic growth.  

Such paradigms would not only need to look towards closing the gaps existing in efforts to 
achieve environmental sustainability but would also look to redress environmental degradation, 
as well as socio-political inequities that the past economic systems had established worldwide 
(Brand 2012). A general endorsement to the fact that national and international economic sys-
tems need cleansing or “greening” appears to have been given by world leaders. 
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Shaping Definitions of the Green Economy 

It is at this juncture of acknowledged failure that disciplines such as that of green economics 
came into being. The departure point for action however was the same: there need not be a 
trade-off between environmental sustainability and economic progress. An addition to this con-
viction predicts the gradual independence of large economic activities on ecological resources, as 
innovation in green technology evolves through research and development (UNEP 2011). 

Early ideas in green economics blamed past undervaluation of environmental resources and 
ecosystems in markets for the global environmental crisis which in turn hampered the prospects 
of enduring economic progress (Barbier et al. 2013, Jacobs 1993, Pearce et al. 1989). Such over-
sight needed to be corrected in a new economic model: urgent policy progress was to be made 
towards valuation and accounting of natural resources and the creation of incentives that would 
encourage their sustainable use by economic actors (Pearce et al. 1989). 

Then and now (Barbier et al. 2013) , this advice remains relevant and has inspired the ap-
proach taken by the Global Green New Deal’s (GGND)  (Barbier 2009, UNDESA 2009) foun-
dations for transitions to greener economies ; a ‘building block’ for the UNEP Report. At a time 
when the 2008 global financial crisis provided an opportunity for stimulus money to be redi-
rected, the GGND’s proposal was to invest intensively in efficient green technologies that placed 
little demand on natural resources and in their deployment (Barbier 2009, UNDESA 2009). The 
combination of the premises laid above led to the emergence of mostly market-related feats such 
as the creation of national environmental accounts, carbon markets, payments for ecosystem 
services schemes or investment in sustainable energy, agriculture and water technology. Such ex-
amples are the result of the growing imperative that better environmental management practices 
be adopted. 

These premises also laid the foundation for a contemporary – and at this time most com-
prehensive – proposal for a Green Economy. In 2011 UNEP released its proposal for a Green 
Economy through a report, Towards a Green Economy: Pathways to Sustainable Development and Poverty 
Eradication. The report, centred on the belief that achieving the overarching goal of sustainable 
development rests entirely on “getting the economy right” (UNEP 2011). The report sealed 
UNEP’s position as contemporary Green Economy ‘champion’, flanked by other institutions 
including the World Bank, OECD, WWF, IUCN, numerous other UN agencies or alliances such 
as the Green Economy Coalition (GEC). 

A Green Economy, as defined by UNEP, is one that would “[result] in improved human 
well-being and social equity, while significantly reducing environmental risks and ecological scar-
cities” (UNEP 2010: 5), or in a simpler form, one that is “low-carbon, resource efficient and so-
cially inclusive” (UNEP 2011a: 16). Given the similarities to sustainable development, there was 
early confusion about whether the concept was being replaced by the Green Economy. Clarifica-
tion on the matter has since been enunciated and requirement to refer to “the Green Economy 
in the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication” (UNCSD 2012). It is in this 
context that the term is used throughout this paper. 

UNEP’s definition makes explicit the commitment to the social facet of sustainable devel-
opment d as well as the commitment to fighting climate change with low carbon dependence, 
thereby integrating areas of focus outside the traditional economic sphere. Others contribute to 
this integration in varying degrees. For instance, the GEC states a Green Economy should 
“[generate] a better quality of life for all within the ecological limits of the planet” (Green Econ-
omy Coalition 2012). The ICC views it as a mutually reinforcing and responsible relationship be-
tween economic growth and environmental stewardship that supports social development (In-
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ternational Chamber of Commerce 2011) while the Danish 92 Group defines it as a dynamic, 
evolving process of transformation which “cannot be Green without being Equitable” (The 
Danish 92 Group 2012). 

Still, like sustainable development before it (Redclift 2006), Green Economy’s definition is 
considered vague and incoherent due to its assumption that a trade-off between environmental 
health and economic growth in the current neoliberal economic model is not necessary (Brand 
2012). Others utterly refute it and its foundations (Lander 2011, People's Summit 2012). Expect-
edly, the range of (dis)approval and interpretations makes is difficult to clearly identify a Green 
Economy and rally international, national or local stakeholders around one clear vision. Given its 
widespread use in international policy spaces such as the UN and related texts, this paper will 
follow suit and use UNEP’s definition as a reference for discussion. 

 

Foci of a Green Economy 

Natural Capital 

Following from scientific proof of ecological degradation and the logic that capital was pre-
viously misallocated in economies, Green Economy reasoning understands this misallocation to 
be the result of a failure by markets to recognize the true value of biodiversity ecosystem services 
(ten Brink et al. 2012). The solution for correcting this short-sightedness, as proposed by Green 
Economy orators, is for the recognition, efficient allocation and fair distribution cost and bene-
fits of the caretaking or damaging of natural benefits (ten Brink et al. 2012). Essentially, what is 
needed is a structural transformation of the economy. For this, efforts to financially account for 
and price nature must be made, allowing a better integration into the market structure and main-
streaming it in the financial sector – recognizing the value of “natural capital” (Pearce et al. 1989, 
ten Brink et al. 2012, UNEP 2011).  

Hence, nature in many Green Economy texts is discussed in terms of exchangeable, public 
ecosystem services and goods. Attempts to put a price to the range of provisioning, regulating, 
cultural and supporting services (e.g. freshwater, pollination, recreation and nutrient cycling re-
spectively) abound (ten Brink et al. 2012). Nature therefore is mainly viewed as the base of the 
Green Economy - a provider and supplier that must be maintained, built up and invested into as 
it not only sustains human well-being but is also a source of employment in the long run. For the 
Green Economy, forestry, agriculture, freshwater and fisheries are the most important natural 
capital sectors to undergo ‘greening’ so as to ensure its successful achievement, particularly for 
rural areas in developing countries with high poverty indices. Thus, embarking on path of refor-
estation, sustainable agriculture, temporary reduced fishing effort and efficient water manage-
ment are among the main recommendations made (UNEP 2011).  

 

Low Carbon Development 

The climate change debate has garnered globally institutionalized structures to address its 
perceived threats (Eastin et al. 2011), making it the priority ecological crisis for the Green Econ-
omy. It is typically assumed that a consensus on the fact that global temperatures are rising and 
that anthropogenic activity is a major contributor to these changes exists (Bray 2010, Doran and 
Zimmerman 2009, Oreskes 2004). This legitimation of climate chance science through the IPCC 
(Oreskes 2004) however, has increasingly been contested over the last five years; two other per-
spectives on the work of the IPCC seem to be emerging, with scientists external to the panel 
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claiming its findings are overestimated while the scepticism of past contributors points towards 
an overestimation (Bray 2010). 

Relying on the still strong scientific consensus, a Green Economy pays particular attention 
to the energy sector. Maintaining the belief that both economic and environmental goals are 
achievable in quasi-simultaneity through adaptation and technological advancement, it approach-
es the climate crisis as an opportunity rather than a threat – an approach advocated by the likes 
of (Sudhakara Reddy and Assenza 2009). Energy is a key component of the Green Economy 
plot. This sector, an inescapable economic pillar, is both a source of crisis and opportunity as 
mentioned earlier. Still largely fossil fuel based, current economies and their carbon (equivalent) 
emissions have made major contributions to the climate crisis and adjusting for it has proven to 
be very costly to economies across scales (Bradshaw 2013, Bray 2010, Sudhakara Reddy and As-
senza 2009). Compounding this crisis, the volatile rising prices of fossil fuels brew an atmos-
phere of instability that not only has economic but also social impacts; energy is a security issue 
of multiple dimensions (Bradshaw 2013). 

In a Green Economy, an investment driven switch to renewable energy provides an exit 
from the entanglement of crises brought on by fossil fuels. The switch would gradually reduce 
dependency on fossil fuels and their environmentally damaging extraction processes while ensur-
ing a buffer against short term energy shocks from both climate change and energy market vola-
tility (UNEP 2011). Coupled with green production practices and development of green tech-
nologies, a significant increase in efficiency would contribute to significantly lower production 
and consumption costs, and carbon emissions for all in the future – these are particularly im-
portant for the housing and transport sectors in light of high urbanization trends observed glob-
ally (UNEP 2011). The low cost trend would also increase accessibility to electricity by low in-
come communities, especially rural areas and high-density housing areas in urban centres. 

 

Poverty Reduction, Employment and Equity 

Poverty, understood in the Green Economy as insufficient access to education, healthcare, 
property rights, income and financial credit, is considered the largest sign of social inequity 
(UNEP 2011). It is also portrayed as an element of risk and insecurity, particularly with regard to 
natural disasters and economic shocks. Poverty is also linked to energy in this context: energy 
poverty equates to inaccessibility to electricity or to less costly, efficient and hazardous sources 
such as kerosene-based lighting (UNEP 2011). 

Poverty reduction thus takes multifaceted approaches in a Green Economy. LDCs, with a 
significant percentage of poor populations are consequently marked for green sustainable agri-
culture especially at the small holder scale; sustainable practices would increase productivity, 
simultaneously ensure food security, counter carbon emissions and stimulate developed access to 
green product markets (e.g. organic foods) thereby increasing opportunities for income (UNEP 
2011). 

Investment in natural resources such as water and forests that low-income communities rely 
heavily upon, for their replenishment and sustainable use would also contribute to tightening 
their safety nets in case of shocks mentioned above (UNEP 2011). Investment in increasingly 
green and growing sectors such as local tourism, sustainable high-productivity agriculture, small 
scale renewable energy technology savoir-faire, waste management and recycling would provide 
multiple opportunities for employment of current low-income earners in the short, medium and 
long term (UNEP 2010, UNEP 2011, UNEP and ILO 2011). Increased employment rates in 
low-income areas would ultimately lead to an economic boost for a country. 
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The availability of strong safety nets, economically, in terms of access to resources (natural, 
education and healthcare) and employment, makes for relatively improved and more sustainable 
livelihoods. The message again seems to be to invest, only this time in people and in increasing 
their economic opportunities through employment, education and training, access to energy and 
access to vital natural resources. 

 

Institutional strengthening and infrastructure development 

The Green Economy’s targets discussed above, mostly according to the UN, require coun-
tries to implement policy changes that will facilitate their achievement and acquire the infrastruc-
ture to support its complementary activities. Policy will have to be adjusted to encourage good 
green practices and deter from past inefficient, environmentally harmful or inequitable practices. 

To support greening agriculture for example, subsidies facilitating the use and access to 
harmful chemical fertilizers will have to be removed. Similar action may be needed to eliminate 
fuel or mining subsidies that encourage human and natural resource overexploitation. Systems 
and legislation to steer the country towards better fisheries, forestry or water management will be 
just as necessary. 

In terms of public spending, state institutions may need to adopt green procurement prac-
tices, stimulating supply of green, environmentally friendly products and services as well as en-
couraging their demand. Restructuring financial systems in a manner that attracts investments 
and encourages the private sector to support state initiatives towards a Green Economy is an-
other adjustment countries are advised by institutions such as the UN and the World Bank. 

Aiming public spending and institutional support at acquiring and increasing quality of and 
access to key infrastructure is also an important move required. Such infrastructure is relevant 
not only for the key ‘greening’ sectors targeted in UNEP’s report for example but also other sec-
tors such as education or health.  

Such adjustments are particularly relevant for less developed countries, many of whom find 
they lack in different aspects of the necessary institutional structures and infrastructure for a 
transition towards a Green Economy. 

 

Disagreeing with the Green Economy 

Admittedly, the Green Economy proposal makes important contribution to the search for 
alternative, less devastating dominant visions and practices for development (Brockington 2012, 
Lander 2011). 

However, some consider this vision to be awash with gaps in its logic, at times dismissive of 
other, comparatively minor visions and conceptions of the thematic areas covered above, (Jen-
kins and Simms 2012, Lander 2011). Some critics consider the definition to be a vague oxymo-
ron, like that of sustainable development before it (Redclift 2006), as it attempts to package ideo-
logies that at times contradict each other (Brand 2012). Different countries and stakeholder 
groups in the multiple United Nations conferences share similar reactions, while civil society 
stakeholders’ reactions (think tanks, social movement organization, etc.) are divided along a spec-
trum ranging from full support to rebuff of the concept (Lander 2011, Verzola Jr. and Quintos 
2012, Verzola 2013).  

Most concerns actually take the debate on the definitions and understanding of the Green 
Economy beyond semantics. In some academic, sociological circles in especially, there is a con-
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cern that the changes called for in a Green Economy are in fact not fundamental as claimed but 
relatively superficial; by relying on the market and financial sectors once more for the release of 
green economic benefits, the actors and knowledge base that informed the current multiple-crisis 
state are essentially left in control (Jenkins and Simms 2012, Lander 2011).  

This is further reflected by the essential measurement and comprehension of growth and 
equity in mostly economic terms accompanied by an approach to making green investments at-
tractive to businesses with the promise of bigger profits; an approach not necessarily encourag-
ing the pursuit of profit, the driver of past and present environmentally and socially damaging 
capitalistic practices (Lander 2011, People's Summit 2012). 

Many along this line of critique are left with the impression that the causes of the crisis are 
either not fully understood or acknowledged. For example, while a call for greener production 
and stimulation for green products are welcome, the issue of overproduction and overconsump-
tion by society is not addressed at all. For the limits to growth debate (Meadows et al. 2004) 
hardly any publications give the option of a non-growth pathway any serious consideration (Bär 
et al. 2012). 

Another debate arises from the identification of nature as ecosystem services and good i.e. 
natural capital. The commercialization of nature is thought to obscure decision making and pow-
er dynamics among local natural resource users especially and to lead to the exclusion of vulner-
able members of low income communities, along with their cultural values and knowledge 
(Kosoy and Corbera 2010, Norgaard 2010, People's Summit 2012). The assumption that com-
modification of natural resources would automatically lead to social equity and justice (in a non-
economic sense), has been contested for a long time (Sachs 1999). 

Still on the matter of the role of nature, the relationship to nature remains extractive at the 
core and is one in which, especially with an emphasis on technology to counter ecological scarci-
ties, the motivation is to dominate and exploit nature. No consideration is really given to other 
perspectives like those that consider nature – Mother Earth – to have rights of its own that need 
to be protected and that human activity must be incorporated within the Planet’s system and not 
the other way around, as a Green Economy would have it (Morrow 2012, People's Summit 
2012). 

Significant criticism from development practitioners frequently criticised the Green Econo-
my’s seemingly one-dimensional environmental orientation that does not adequately deal with 
the equity and development facets of the current sustainable development framework (Ocampo 
et al. 2011). Accompanying this observation is  call for better balancing of these three dimen-
sions (Cook and Smith 2012), especially regarding equity which is not given the same policy at-
tention but is rather addressed as a secondary goal of sustainable development (Bär et al. 2012, 
Cook and Smith 2012). 

A debate surrounding the principles guiding the Green Economy also ensued, especially 
with LDCs highlighting the fact that some of the principles agreed upon for sustainable devel-
opment at the 1992 Rio Earth Summit were being overlooked (Bär et al. 2012). The principle 
pertaining to common but differentiated responsibilities and capabilities of countries was of spe-
cial concern, as UNEP’s Green Economy report proposed an agenda with little to no such dif-
ferentiation between the more and LDCs – an approach supported by some of the more devel-
oped economies (Bär et al. 2012). 

The debates above reflect some – not all – of the main lines of critique the Green Economy 
messengers face. As divergent as they may appear, they do ultimately seem to share an either ex-
plicit or underlying theme of power dynamics, from the local to international political scales and 
also reflect the abstract struggle of ideologies or discourses along specific class lines in at the 
Rio+20 summit (Goodman and Salleh 2013). 
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Despite all the critique, an economic alternative with as detailed if not more details mechanisms 
and options for action incorporating some of this critique is yet to emerge. The ideas emerging 
from the UN gatherings, therefore, remain the best currently available option for a new econom-
ic paradigm as alternative movements face important limitations despite their potential (Bullard 
and Müller 2012). 
 

Africa and the Green Economy  

Since UNEP’s Green Economy report, the call by various organizations, institutions and 
even international NGOs for countries to begin the transition towards a Green Economy has 
grown louder. LDCs in particular have been the most targeted and African countries have not 
been spared, recently receiving demands for an imminent up scaling of their efforts to embark 
on this transition (Steiner 2011). 

Multiple efforts to convince African countries to heed the call have mostly consisted of 
supporters of the Green Economy as concept laying out its relevance and potential contributions 
to their national or regional development goals and challenges. Many speeches have been deliv-
ered and reports have been published including some from African regional institutions such as 
the AUC, AfDB or ECA of the UN. UNEP and the OECD too have designed reports aimed 
convince policymakers from LDCs. Widely distributed and referenced, these reports have signif-
icant influence over national and regional decision making regarding the adoption of the Green 
Economy as a strategy for sustainable development. Since they share an aim, some reports tend 
to share similar foci of discussion and approaches at problematizing the need for transition in 
the African context. 

Many reports for example, embed their discussions within the climate change issue, taking 
the relatively high vulnerability of the African region to its threats and impacts as a point of de-
parture and also as a factor exacerbating other challenges that are characteristic of the region. 
These challenges include food insecurity, still-high poverty, high unemployment and high popu-
lation growth rates. Population growth carries almost as much importance as climate change as a 
leading threatening economic growth prospects for African countries. 

The majority of the African population’s heavy reliance on abundant but dwindling natural 
resources to support their livelihoods and contribute to their food security is also emphasized. 
The result, perhaps not surprisingly, is that the solutions proposed for Africa and other lower 
development regions focus heavily on natural capital being employed in a more efficient manner 
to achieve economic development. 

The AfDB (AfDB 2013) and ECA (ECA 2012) also bring out Africa as host to some of the 
fastest growing economies on the globe. In 2010, six out of the top ten fastest growing econo-
mies in the world were African, with more expected to break through in the near future. Such 
feats however, have not necessarily been accompanied by the diminution of the challenges men-
tioned above. 

Africa’s minimal contribution to global greenhouse gas emissions along with characteristics 
listed above makes it a contender for leading the world into an era of sustainable green develop-
ment (UNEP et al. 2011, ECA 2012). For the AfDB (2013), an opportunity for African countries 
to empower themselves also presents itself and the Green Economy provides a vehicle for 
achieving both. The Green Economy would make such development more resilient without af-
fecting its accelerating trajectory (AfDB 2013, ECA 2012). Significant attention is usually given 
to the agricultural sector, access to energy, access to technology, employment and finance mobi-
lization for the transition. 
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The agricultural sector is a mass provider of employment on the continent, supporter of 
(mostly rural) livelihoods and source of food security and holds an important place in the discus-
sion of the Green Economy’s potential for Africa. Despite the versatile benefits of agriculture to 
development, UNEP (2011) identifies a certain fragility of the sector in most LDCs as a structur-
al constraint for a transition. Sustainable farming practices that can simultaneously ensure the 
protection of natural capital and food security while increasing productivity i.e. crop yields are 
therefore marketed as the most adequate. The promotion of small scale organic farming as an 
important contributor to the latter aim is also common and is another reason the region holds 
the position to lead in organic product markets as this practice is already present various areas. 

Questions however have been raised about sustainable agriculture’s ability to deliver on such 
expectations, when alternate purposes for agriculture such as biomass production are spreading 
as countries seek more efficient energy production (Muller 2009) or when technological choices 
lean towards mechanizing agriculture on larger scales, trading in labour intensity for higher 
productivity (Woodhouse 2010). Admittedly, more research remains to be done to establish the 
direct benefits of sustainable agriculture (ECA 2012). Similar concern, this time about the direct 
incomes available through forest conservation, are also raised since forest products make diverse 
contributions to rural livelihoods (AfDB 2013). The nature of this concern brings viability to 
suggestions for alternative income streams through payment schemes for conservation. 

Another notable constraint is limited access to energy, especially in rural communities, that 
persists in many LDCs; a constraint all too real for African ones (AfDB 2013). 

While the majority of African households still relying on wood as a source of energy, the 
expansion of national energy grids and further exploitation of fossil fuel reserves are shown to be 
environmentally and economically high-cost and unattractive options (AfDB 2013, OECD 2012, 
UNEP et al. 2011). Low carbon, preferably renewable alternatives are advised instead, for being 
more environmentally and economically sound choices in the long run. The accessibility of some 
of the green energy technology for small rural communities is also used to make this point, as is 
the need for greener, more efficient housing and transport planning for the continent’s rapidly 
urbanizing population. For this shift to be achieved, significant investment into the access to, 
deployment and development of green technologies; for many LDCs in Africa, the cost is very 
high, as is acknowledged by the OECD (2012). 

Institutional reform however, can contribute to lightening some of the load by setting up 
more attractive investment environments and promotion of domestic innovation, research and 
development (AfDB 2013). Supporting the latter may not necessarily be an easy feat, as local in-
novation may not be very competitive on the international market (OECD 2012) especially if 
informed by indigenous knowledge which is not attributed the same value as conventional sci-
ence (People's Summit 2012, OECD 2012). Increasingly stringent and detail oriented intellectual 
property rights laws -not only for energy production but also in agriculture- also pose an obstacle 
in relation to technology transfer and ownership (Barton and Osborne 2010, OECD 2012). This 
could lead to a market divide in terms of technology producer-countries and consumer-
countries, rendering one group dependent on the other in the long run –an arrangement which is 
neither resilient nor sustainable. 

Following the ‘conventional’ Green Economy logic, it is expected that shifts in the man-
agement of agricultural, energy and other natural-resource-dependent and labour-intensive sec-
tors (e.g. Tourism) will generate employment opportunities that will outbalance the current un-
employment rates. This is considered even more feasible if an accompanying strategy in national 
education is tailored to the skill needs of such sectors (ECA 2012). 

Last but not least, as already hinted in different parts of this section, the transition towards 
the Green Economy requires a large financial input. Investment and other forms of financing 
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need to be harnessed to facilitate the implementation of the shifts advised -another challenge 
characteristic of African countries. 

The AfDB (2013), while it acknowledges the importance of external sources of financing as 
other institutions do (ECA 2012, OECD 2012, UNEP et al. 2011) places particular emphasis on 
the need for regional and sub-regional funding mechanisms. These, with African States at the 
helm, would support the creation of market incentives for the demand and supply of local 
and/or regional green products, savings and investments. Such initiatives would undoubtedly 
require high-level political commitment from African leadership (AfDB 2013) – this is where 
regional gatherings such as the African Economic Conferences can and do play a part, as they 
are space in which this commitment can either be strengthened or eroded; a keynote speaker’s 
speech at such a gathering can in turn influence the proceedings towards either outcomes, as this 
study contends. 

In the international policy arena (e.g. the UN), African countries have individually and col-
lectively voiced concerns about the recommendations made by institutions such as those refer-
enced above. Two major concerns pertain to the dangers of African countries finding themselves 
in less than favourable positions international trade (if different green policies were to result in 
trade protectionism) or in international cooperation negotiations (if new green conditionalities 
were to be placed on existing and future aid agreements (Bär et al. 2012, ECA et al. 2011, Doran 
et al. 2012, Ocampo et al. 2011).  

Another concern is in light of the region’s relatively minimal contribution to global carbon 
emissions which led to an agreement on principle of common but differentiated responsibilities 
for countries in their efforts to fight climate change (Doran et al. 2012, ECA et al. 2011). Green 
Economy negotiations included some of the more developed countries arguing for common re-
sponsibility in ensuring a transition for all countries (Bär et al. 2012), opening (wilfully or not) the 
door for some of these countries to renege on past commitments to support LDCs’ efforts.  

In addition, the recognition that the Green Economy does not carry “one-size fits all” policy 
prescription as countries have different context needed to be made explicit in negotiations, as did 
every state’s sovereign to determine the manner in which their resources are exploited (Doran et 
al. 2012, ECA et al. 2011). These two requests bring certain flexibility to the concept, allowing 
countries to take ‘ownership’ of it to match their individual context. Such openness to the own-
ership of the concept, this study proposes, may further reduce the likelihood that the debate sur-
rounding its definition be settled in the short term, as each country interprets it within different 
contexts and developmental schools of thought. 

All these concerns have since been integrated as principle clauses in the African consensus 
(ECA et al. 2011) and outcome documents of the Rio +20 conference (UNCSD 2012) requiring 
all countries to steer away from such practices. An apparent agreement on these principles can 
be considered an early step, although small, towards the building of consensus around what the 
Green Economy should not result in. 

The Green Economy, ultimately, is marketed as an opportunity for the African region to 
meet a multitude of its feature challenges in the face of climate change threats and high popula-
tion growth rates in the long term. It would allow many countries to leap frog previous as well as 
current economic stages of development that have had damaging impacts on the environment 
and on people’s livelihoods. Examples of African initiatives are already being exhibited as models 
for all countries to follow. Kenya, for example has been applauded for putting in place successful 
feed-in tariffs to ensure a market for renewable energy production, as has Uganda’s national ho-
listic agriculture policy which promotes the use of organic farming systems (UNEP 2010). 
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Chapter 3 
Argumentation and Framing: Theory and Methodology 

Argumentation and Framing  

In a sense, what the previous section presents is a large, general argument for Africa’s transi-
tion towards a Green Economy. These arguments are made by international and regional institu-
tions and are not just designed for an African audience, but for an international one too. This 
study looks at how, in a space where the audience is for the majority African, one of their peers 
constructs an argument on the same matter – a look at the argument from ‘within’ the communi-
ty, while paying particular attention to language use. 

Argumentation is an example of language-in-use, that is, the specific application of language 
to justify and build support for a particular viewpoint or set of viewpoint (Van Dijk 2011). 
Speech, the object of analysis here, is typical location of such language use. Language use is not 
simply a static interpretative event but rather one that can have impacts beyond the boundaries 
of speech and text – it can shape attitudes, thoughts and ultimately actions (Blommaert 2005, 
Van Dijk 2009, Wodak 2013). 

Closer attention to the way language is used, given the apparent complexity of its interpreta-
tion, is therefore justified and argumentation analysis is one way of exploring this as it can reveal 
a lot of relevant information beyond the generalized identification of a message in text or speech. 
Through such analysis, systems of identification, assumptions, categorizations or attribution of 
meanings that are the building blocks of  particular beliefs can be brought to light whereas a sur-
face ‘reading’ would miss these (Emmel et al. 1996).  

The combination of these systems provides access to the logic, informal or formal, that 
supports the conclusions made in a speech for instance (Emmel et al. 1996) 

The meanings –conclusions – carried throughout an argument for or against a message are 
in fact constructed in relation to contrasting viewpoints and identities. Identities, e.g. “us” versus 
“them”, are reflections of understandings of what constitutes the ‘self’ and the ‘other’ (Hansen 
2013). Meanings also house systems of valuation, when certain components or aspects of an is-
sue are emphasized or chosen over others (Hansen 2013). Through the establishment of identi-
ties and values therefore, links can be drawn between meanings to create an overarching view on 
that particular issue. 

If an individual’s utterances can construct identities, values and categories in the manner 
outlined above, it is safe to assume that such construction also occurs and is reinforced at a larg-
er social scale as individuals and groups interact with each other and strive to have their view-
points accepted (Wodak and Meyer 2009). It is in this construction process that the interest of 
this study lies: in the construction of a meaning of the Green Economy within and for the Afri-
can context. The hope is to reveal aspects of this meaning and by extension of the debate around 
the concept’s definition that are not always obvious or explicit, ‘subtleties’ that bring further nu-
ance to it. 

With a goal to persuade, argumentation requires a strategy; rhetoric. The strategy can include 
appeals to emotions, moral bases, and draw from authority in knowledge and/or social status – 
all to attract attention, gain trust and acceptance from an audience (McCloskey 1994). Numerous 
ways of using language to achieve this exist and the use of tropes is but one of them. Tropes are 
instances when words are used in a sense other than their literal one to illustrate a point. Meta-
phors and similes are examples of tropes. 
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Metaphors – when an object or phenomena is described in terms of another – are common-
ly used and powerful tropes. They can be used to summon emotion or project images in a man-
ner that resonates with an audience and facilitates their understanding of an idea (Kovecses 2002, 
Steger 2007). Through metaphors, the speaker’s perspectives on an object or phenomena can be 
discovered (Alexander 2008). Any relevant references to relations, changes, states or causes are 
also demonstrated. These illustrations via metaphors, therefore, contribute to the construction of 
a lens of reasoning – a frame – that has the capability of guiding the thoughts and actions of an 
audience.  

The notion of frames, or framing, has its roots in both the disciplines of linguistics and psy-
chology. The notions linguistic foundation stems from a group of scholars’ belief that language is 
not simply have static effects in its utterance but can have impacts beyond the boundaries of 
speech or text. Its effects include shaping attitudes and ultimately societal structures and relation-
ships (Fairclough 2001, Wodak 2013) thereby shaping individual and collective psychological 
stances on particular subjects. Thus, people’s thoughts and attitudes are the result of such effects 
which often merge, overlap or clash to produce their actions and reactions – people think and 
act through multiple frames (Goffman 1974, Ryan and Gamson 2006). 

Frames spread their orators’ preferred norms and conventions through particular language 
choices, patterns and use, which their adherents eventually and unconsciously adopt (Gasper et 
al. 2012). Entman (1993) defines framing as a deliberate act of selection and emphasis of certain 
aspects of reality, with an aim of promoting specific problem definitions, causal interpretation 
and recommendations for subsequent action. Thus frames, like arguments, manufacture mean-
ings of various phenomena or objects through their ability to delineate “what exists, what hap-
pens and what matters” (Gitlin 1980) - they are “underlying structures of belief, perception and 
appreciation” (Schön and Rein 1995).  

In policy circles therefore, policy framing – a deliberate construction of meanings around 
policy issues - can and is used by policy makers as a tool for setting the political agenda on par-
ticular policy issues,  orienting it towards their desired recommendations (Gasper et al. 2012, 
Rein and Schön 1996).Outlining a problem by emphasizing certain aspects while downplaying or 
excluding others generate a distinctive manner of understanding it. The resulting problem defini-
tion in turn serves to validate links made for the causal links, blame and responsibilities drawn. 
Recommended actions and the moral basis upon which they are made therefore solidify this log-
ic. 

When the problem, causality and actions are then framed in way that resonates with a target 
audience on a personal level (Gamson et al. 1992), carries empirical credibility (d'Anjou 1996) or 
achieves both, this audience may consider  it viable enough to influence, if not guide their 
thoughts and actions vis-à-vis the object or phenomena of interest. Here, it is understood that 
framing not only creates lenses through which problems can be perceived and understood but 
also offer options for solving these so as to serve particular individual or collective interests, 
much like the employment of rhetoric for the delivery of arguments in the hope that these bring 
about  desired support and action. 

Frames do not exist in isolation and are not spontaneously generated. In constructing their 
frames, orators often draw from a range of already existing frames either with intent to amplify 
and maintain these or to identify and exploit ideological linkages between them. On the matter 
of this frame ‘co-dependence’, Benford and Snow (2000) contribute that frames do not simply 
emerge as aggregations of individual perceptions but are rather the result of negotiated shared 
meanings among orators of similar perspectives. All the same, an argument pulls together multi-
ple such frames, through different assignment of meanings, identities and categories. As illustrat-
ed, multiple links can be drawn between framing and argumentation as co-dependent exercises. 
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Doing Analysis: Approach, Warnings and Methodology 

This study will attempt to identify such a lens, for understanding the relevance of the Green 
Economy for Africa. Through the framing analysis of a speech given by late Ethiopian Prime 
Minister Meles Zenawi on Green Economy and Structural Transformation, the theme for the 6th 
Annual African Economic Conference hosted in Addis Ababa on October 2011, the study seeks 
to identify an alternate way of thinking about the Green Economy for Africa in contrast and 
comparison to some of the selling points discussed by various international institutions (see pre-
vious section).  

Following from the theory discussed above, it is very likely that through his speech, Prime 
Minister Zenawi provides an insight into an alternative reading of the relevance of and attitude 
towards the Green Economy in an African context. The combination of argumentation and 
framing analyses allows one to explore this. As debates rage on about identifying a specific defi-
nition of the concept, and as many countries especially African ones argue for flexibility and 
‘ownership’ of the concept to some extent, the emergence of differentiated understanding of and 
motivation for transitions to the Green Economy will have some effects on these debates. The 
diversity of meaning for this transition countries and their governments carry may reduce the 
chances of a single definition ever being agreed upon, and where the motives are not necessarily 
those called upon by the likes of UNEP or the OECD, curbing a certain crisis such as climate 
change, might no longer be one of the lead motivators for the transition but may very well be 
demoted to being a secondary priority or a simple by-product of Green Economy strategy. 
Through the practice argumentation and framing therefore, meanings of objects, events, and 
concepts can be manipulated to serve a desired purpose. 

Argumentation and aspects of framing analyses look for patterns of language use that result 
in meaning making with an aim to promote specific attitudes and actions towards an issue. Mul-
tiple approaches to doing so have been proposed.  

For framing, analysts like Heumann (2013), for example, take a micro-analytic approach by 
looking at the emotive and cognitive resonance of language use and their ability to create indi-
vidual and collective identities. Others, like Hansen (2013) explore persistent underlying ‘macro’ 
frames or ideas that hold a massive influential potential. Such exploration echoes Dombos et al’s 
(2009) description of metaframes, “overarching frames of a higher level of generality that “can 
be operationalized as the normative aspects of issue frames” (Dombos et al. 2009): 7). Research-
ers like Wooffitt (2005) find the latter approaches to be too generalized and riskily simplistic as 
they do not consider the fluidity of the language used in their construction, missing more subtle 
aspects of its messages. 

Antaki et al. (Antaki et al. 2003) warn about this risk of overgeneralization that comes with 
analysis of this nature, as it relies on claims that the text reflects such mega-frames or discourses 
e.g. ‘neo-liberal’ or ‘Marxist’ framing. This research does not seek to identify and label frames but 
rather looks to the constructed meanings that come together to create a particular lens that sup-
ports proposed attitudes to take towards the issue being discussed, and its relevance for a partic-
ular political community. Antaki et al. (Antaki et al. 2003) also warn about the dangers of over-
selectiveness and over-interpretation within a text or speech e.g. through over-quotation or read-
ing into the meanings beyond their relevant context, that could lead to an under-analysis. Adding 
to concerns with such methodological enterprise, Wodak (2013) and Van Dijk (2011) both warn 
about the risk of misinterpretation when the analysis is performed without due contextualization 
of the text, speech or other communicative media and call for a combination of both micro and 
macro approaches with sound contextual analysis and relevant theoretical backing.  

This study will take heed of these warnings, by beginning with setting the context for the 
conference within the greater international discussion on the transition towards a Green Econ-
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omy and the realms of transformation necessary for its implementation. For systematic micro-
analysis which responds to the concerns of Antaki et al. (Antaki et al. 2003) above, the research 
draws inspiration from Scriven’s (1976) seven steps for analysis to look at Prime Minister 
Zenawi’s argument. 

 

FIGURE 1: SCRIVEN’S SEVEN STEP MODEL FOR ARGUMENT ANALYSIS 

1. Clarification of Meaning 

Clarifying the meanings of terms, phrases, sentenc-
es, suggestions and arguments. Attention is paid to 
ambiguity, (un)stated assumptions as well as the identi-
fication of components of the text. 

2. Identification of Conclusions 

Locate (un)stated conclusions. Indicators such as 
the use of “therefore”, “because” or “so” or placement of 
cues at the end of paragraphs, taking into account the 
possibility of one the existence of multiple conclusions in 
an argument. Identify any main and/or secondary con-
clusions. 

3. Portrayal of Structure 

Establish links between conclusions and premises 
in the various arguments, paying attention to assertions 
made in support of conclusions, instructions, rhetoric, or 
intentional repetition. 

4. Formulation of Assumptions 

Identifying the arguer’s explicit assumptions and 
differentiating these from the minimal, basic assump-
tions necessary to link premises to the arguer’s conclu-
sions and lastly stronger, optimal assumptions that are 
logically and independently well-supported e.g. through 
scientific study. 

5. Criticism of Inferences Premises 

Assessing the reliability of claims made in support 
of conclusions and of the logic used to link them. This 
can be done through counter-exampling e.g. by looking 
for instances where, in similar context, the inference or 
premises do not hold. 

6. Other Relevant Arguments 

Consider the existence of arguments that share a 
similar view and of those that reach different conclu-
sions. 

7. Evaluate the whole argument (in light of findings from steps 1 through 6) 

Adapted from Scriven (1976) and Gasper (2000) 

 

Scriven’s (1976) approach is a flexible and exploratory one that allows the identification of 
both structure and content in an argument and assess these, complementing other approaches 
that prescribe their templates as universally valid, limiting the nature of arguments that can be 
investigated (Gasper 2000). In isolation, the steps above reveal little but when used in combina-
tion and in relation to their context contribute to clarify underlying beliefs and comprehension 
behind key messages in the speech. The first four steps contribute mostly to empirical part of the 
analysis, while the last three build towards synthesis and discussion.  

Lastly, possible implications of Prime Minister Zenawi’s speech for both the definition and 
implementation of the Green Economy, especially in comparison to concerns arising from the 
sustainable development concept, will be discussed to conclude the study. 

Focusing on one speech may not necessarily lead one to identify a dominant (or less so) 
framing of the Green concept, let alone help identify a comprehensive stream of discourse on 
the matter. The analysis of multiple speeches, in varying environments would be best suited for 
such objectives. The speech however, provides as a sample of what could be a wider, global expe-
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rience in constructing meanings of one or more concepts to fit specific contexts, audiences or to 
suit particular interests – a door opened in the absence of a universally accepted and applicable 
definition and interpretation of a concept. The analysis of the sample can shed light on the chal-
lenges, weaknesses and strengths of various definitions and interpretations of a concept encoun-
tered through this construction exercise and as such serves the purpose of this study’s scope and 
intentions. Given that the unit of analysis is a sample the conclusions extrapolated from the 
speech are not treated as ‘tried and tested’ but rather discussed in terms of their potential impli-
cations. 
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Chapter 4 
Arguing for Africa’s Transition towards a Green Economy 

Context for Prime Minister Zenawi’s speech 

The Sixth African Economic Conference (AEC) was jointly organized by the ECA, the 
AfDB and UNEP in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia and took place from October 25th to 28th in 2011. 
Launched in 2006 by the AfDB, the conference was to be a platform for sharing and strategizing 
to alter the status of a large number of sub-Saharan countries that had entered the 21st century as 
some of the poorest countries in the world. At the time the region’s economic performance as a 
whole, was on the decline. 

 
Subsequent conferences stayed close to the original theme, which was succinctly formulated 

as “Africa’s Economic Recovery and Long Term Growth” in the fourth and fifth conferences. 
The context for the sixth conference however was different. UNEP had released its Green 
Economy report a few months before, as had multiple preparatory meetings for the 2012 United 
Nations Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio+20) and the United Nations Climate 
Change Conference in Durban, South Africa was around the corner. The combination of these 
and multiple international and regional organization pushing for countries to begin the transition 
to the Green Economy had renewed heated debates on sustainable development and climate 
change in Africa and worldwide. 
 
The region was considered to be at an important stage of its development path, as many African 
countries had been registering record economic growth rates yet were still failing to counter cli-
mate change threats to agricultural productivity, food and water security, disease control, biodi-
versity and land degradation. Solutions to address these challenges and ensure long term devel-
opment had to be found and following AEC tradition academics, research institutions, think-
tanks, development practitioners and African policy makers gathered with this goal in mind; to 
strategize and debate adequate ways forward. Today the AEC is considered the premier and 
highly influential forum where policy decisions on Africa’s development trajectory are made.  

 
The political context for the Green Economy in Africa had already been set however, with 

multiple ministerial and regional recognitions and commitments being made. The 2009 Bamako 
Declaration for example, recognized that “the opportunities provided by a growth and develop-
ment trajectory that embraces the Green Economy model” needed to be taken advantage of. 
Almost two years later, a Ministerial Statement from African Ministers of Economy and Finance 
recorded their commitment “to plat [their] part to spearhead the transition to a Green Economy 
in Africa.” 

 
The Head of State of the host country at the time, the respected – and at times feared- 

Prime Minister Meles Zenawi gave the official opening speech for the event, setting the tone for 
the discussions that ensued. Prime Minister Zenawi was a vocal supporter of the Green Econo-
my both for Africa as a region and for his home country and helped steer Ethiopia as one of the 
first African countries to design its developmental plan with the Green Economy as a basis.  
This speech was given almost a year before his death and has been considered one of the most 
frank speeches on the Green Economy by an African leader. 
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Step-wise Analysis of Prime Minister Zenawi’s speech:  
 

The 5.5-page speech has two clearly identifiable sections, with the first one focusing on es-
tablishing the need for and usefulness of a transition to the Green Economy for African coun-
tries. The second section deals with the mobilization of resources for the implementation of the 
transition and offers some ideas to consider on the way forward. To facilitate analyses, these sec-
tions were further broken down into smaller blocks, each carrying a particular main theme. An 
analysis table allows is used to organized this block and systematically work through Scriven’s 
first four steps (see Appendix II). For better orientation regarding quotes, line numbers and bold 
font have been assigned to the annexed copy of the speech (Appendix I) and are indicated at the 
end of the quote in the following format : [line number]. For example, “pleased” [2] refers to 
line number 2 beginning “how pleased I am…” 

In exploring the argument for and the potential framing of the Green Economy in this 
speech, the analysis looks to highlight the nature of the problem, the potential solutions and the 
enabling conditions required for the transition as expressed by the Prime Minister. Of particular 
interest are the importance given to climate change, the environment-development linkages 
made, the role of technology in the transition, the dynamics of financial resource mobilization 
and any space for reshaping the umbrella concept created through the selective conceptualization 
of these themes. 

 

On Climate Change 

The first point addressed for the illustration of the problems Africa faces that allow a dis-
cussion on the Green Economy to be necessary is the climate crisis.  

However, the importance of the climate crisis, which is repeatedly referred to as “global 
warming” [16, 20, 26, 107] throughout the speech, is portrayed as something foreign in relation 
to African countries. The crisis is assumed to be something that did not previously exist, often 
spoken of as a problem that was “created”. The responsibility, blame for it and perhaps by ex-
tension the level of concern for “the problem” lies with a relatively undefined, non-African ‘oth-
er’. This perspective is expressed when he says “[Africans] did not create global warming…” [9-
10], “problems created by others” [23-24] or repeatedly refers to “those who created the prob-
lem” [14-15, 105]. 

The Prime Minister consequently does not consider Africa’s contribution to climate solu-
tions to be impactful, concluding that “…nothing [Africans] do is going to affect its trajectory 
much” [10] and classifies such contribution to be non-obligatory, optional even when he de-
scribes it as “an enormous service” [105] done to “humanity as a whole” [104]. Africa’s concern 
and intervention in the climate change is therefore likened to an optional act of kindness.  

In further treatment of the topic, the consequences of the climate crisis are inflicted on Af-
rica by others (it is no natural phenomena) and logic follows that reparation ensues – “It would 
therefore be natural and fair that we be compensated… for the damage to our economies caused 
by [it].” [106-107] 

The climate crisis’s importance for Africa is not a motivational factor for transformation –
“[it] is not the main reason why we embark on such a path” [46-47] - but is relevant in giving Af-
rica the right to compensation, being a victim of its consequences and given that there is an ‘oth-
er’ identifiable perpetrator. The conclusion made here, is that the climate crisis is not the logical 
point of departure for understanding Africa’s need for transformation or the Green Economy. 
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However, if solved as a legal matter, the crisis can be a source of financial resources that can go 
towards structural transformation. 

The prime minister’s understanding of the importance of the climate crisis for African coun-
tries stands in contrast to the treatment of the same subject in publications (some of them from 
African regional institutions) discussed in chapter 2 where emphasis is placed on the vulnerability 
of the region with regards to climate change and the urgency of actions that need to be taken. 
Prime Minister Zenawi creates distance from such a perspective while calling on aspects of the 
climate justice’s movement that treat the crisis as a legal matter.  

This relative downplay of the climate crisis shows the speaker’s use of selectivity in his ar-
gumentation strategy, which here may serve as a reinforcement of the request for the application 
of the common but differentiated responsibility principle argued for by many African and other 
developing countries (Ocampo et al. 2011). It may also draw attention to a particular the Prime 
Minister was known to be an advocate of, that is, the climate debt owed to African countries by 
the world’s top carbon emitters. From such perspective, the Prime Minister’s speech can be con-
sidered to indirectly provide a strategy for financing the implementation of African countries’ 
transition towards the Green Economy by attempting to reinforce the delicate alliance between 
African countries and build further pressure against the world’s top carbon emitters which at 
times also happen to be donor countries in international development cooperation – a process 
that he had previously led but during which he faced considerable criticism for inconsistency 
(Muchie and Baskaran 2013).  

With regards to the view that Africa’s efforts towards combatting climate change are mini-
mal at best, there is a risk that, if such a message were to resonate with policy makers and be du-
plicated in their home countries, collective efforts to tackle climate change impacts may be re-
duced or slowed down over time. Overlooked here too is the established fact that African 
livelihoods are affected by and need to become resilient against such threats (AfDB 2013, UNEP 
et al. 2011) regardless of African countries’ role in ‘creating’ the climate crisis. This reflects a fail-
ure to integrate the social aspect of the concept, which has been criticized by some scholars 
(Cook and Smith 2012) and even climate justice proponents from whom the speaker borrows 
perspective (Bond 2010). 

On Natural Resources: Agriculture and Renewable Energy 

The greater and primary importance is the general state of the continent’s resource base 
which is described as weak, unprotected, diseased and currently unable to support the region’s 
growth. Zenawi uses words like “plagued’ [23], “vulnerability” [25] and “exposed” [27] and 
“threatened” [28] to convey this view.  

His instruction of rehabilitation [33] of the resource base -the “hills and mountains” [33, 35] 
- is not defended, which can be understood given his draw upon scientific knowledge on the 
matter that has long been accepted by the various interpretive communities in his audience. The 
issues of land degradation and soil erosion have been recognized by the community he address-
es. 

Contrary to the climate crisis, the blame here is shared by others and the African communi-
ty. In his use of “our own mismanagement” [24], lies an admission of guilt but also of knowledge 
gaps – the latter can also be read in his use of “strange” [27] when describing the flood and 
drought combinations experienced. 

The recommendations on his part to “improve” [31] and “promote” [32] are not presented 
as options but rather imperatives. He builds a great sense of urgency and drastic action (which 
can also be felt in other parts of the speech) through combinations of “act quickly” [30] or “very 
seriously” [28] and “radically mitigate” [30] and repeated use of “we need to” [30] “we cannot… 
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without…” [22, 33-34] serve to emphasize his message. These also place a collective responsibil-
ity on the audience and beyond (“mobilizing the labour of our people” [43]), thereby not singling 
out any person, institution or community but rather attempting to unify and organize Africans 
around this cause.  

The “vital” [38] and central [41] role of the natural resource base is emphasized and its eco-
nomic contributions in terms of livelihoods is mentioned almost as a secondary point, as is its 
additional ability to help with the climate crisis by creating carbon sinks - “icing on the cake” [45-
47]. 

Recognizing concerns about the need for new technology and large injections of money that 
Africa does not have early in his speech [11-15], Prime Minister Zenawi attempts to respond to 
these in this section: “[it] does not require much additional money…[or] any new technology” 
[44]. The solution given is rather unassuming; “all it requires” [45] is social and political mobiliza-
tion as already identified in the previous paragraph. Simplicity characterizes the solution to the 
challenge of agricultural transformation. 

Raising another aspect of the resource base the argument broaches a second reason for Af-
rica’s transition to the Green Economy; renewable energy resources. Considered a gift and a val-
uable one at that, the size of Africa’s endowment [61] in renewable energy resources is repeatedly 
described as “enormous” [62, 65] or “huge” [63], also reflecting the limitless availability of the 
resources. 

There is an aspect of uncertainty or experimentalism about the venture into renewable ener-
gy, as it is “untapped” and will reach full potential “as and when” the necessary technology be-
comes economically viable. The stress of the resources’ “potential” [64-65] however, does much 
to convey a sense of hope and faith, be it scientifically or emotionally, as does the certainty with 
which the Prime Minister speaks of renewable energy as the only viable option [70-74] in the 
long term. The advice here therefore is to proactively [67] embark on the venture that is renewa-
ble energy production. 

Presenting agriculture as more than farming activity but also forest and water resources, 
Prime minister makes natural resources the undisputable priority area of intervention and trans-
formation and the doorway to other forms of development: “We cannot even think of structural 
economic transformation in Africa without transforming our agriculture. [22-23]” In addition, 
action to launch agricultural transformation does not require monetary and technological means 
beyond those that Africa already has.  

Both in terms of agriculture and energy, the Prime Ministers speech contains a certain emo-
tional resonance, as it builds from a desolate picture to one of hope and ends with quasi-
excitement on the matter of renewable energy. Speaking on renewable energy, its viability is first 
and foremost a matter of availability and relative cost and almost indirectly a contribution to re-
duced carbon emissions. Renewable energy is also the theme through which technological ad-
vancement (previously deemed sufficient for agricultural transformation) is considered a pivotal 
component of the Green Economy. 

Contrary to the proposal that environmental stewardship be fostered through the valuation 
of natural resources as most dominant publications mentioned in previous chapters do, the 
Prime Minister appeals to emotion and a sense of urgency, also hinting at the close dependence 
of the African population on and responsibility to their natural surroundings. Adding to the dis-
cussion on stewardship is an explicit reference to sustainable management and harvesting from 
the resource base, forests specifically; a balanced consideration that implies both protection but 
continued cautious use of resources. This statement echoes parts of the debate around access to 
natural resources for those most dependent on them, especially in the rural areas, for the sake of 
protecting a resource (Fairhead et al. 2012, People's Summit 2012). The problem therefore does 
not lie in market failure but is rather an almost ethical one of mismanagement. 
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This view would resonate to a certain extent with proponents of alternative values of nature 
as expressed in the People’s Summit (2012), especially in ecological and sociological circles. This 
approach in the speech however, is limited to agriculture and unfortunately perpetuates a hu-
man-nature relationship where the latter must be looked after in order to remain in service to the 
other. Here, one component (environmental) of sustainability is conceptualized to serves the ob-
jectives of another (social). This can also be seen in the mention of people’s (social component’s) 
economic value in the green economy nexus as labour, meeting the needs of its economic com-
ponent. Such relationships, where one component takes precedence over the other is another 
risk of the compartmentalization of a concept’s components , with failure to adequately and 
equally address the all spheres of the final objective of sustainability (Ciegis et al. 2009). 

When speaking of renewable energy resources, there is a constant referral to how limitless 
the resources are – a sense of limitlessness that could be extended to growth, production and 
even consumption. Coupled with the oversimplification of the solutions to transform the agricul-
tural sector, the speech carries an attitude of non-consideration of the no-growth option but also 
of manageable and negotiable limits to growth (Jabareen 2008) – an attitude deemed to have re-
sulted in the multiple crises faced today (Brand 2012), stemming from the neoliberal ideologies 
the Prime Minister later criticizes. The appraisal of the viability of renewable energy in cost-
benefit terms also borrows from this ideology. 

Another point of contradiction is also revealed through the link made between renewable 
energy generation and the reduction of carbon emissions; the climate crisis is deemed relevant in 
this context, as is the potential contribution of African countries in the fight against climate 
change. The Prime Minister, consciously or not, uses different perspectives of the crisis in an 
‘African context’ to serve dual but contrasting purposes and interests.  

On Technology 

The Prime Minister establishes a clear link between technology and the Green Economy and 
treats this link as permanent and one that cannot be circumvented. 

He also treats the eroding popularity of carbon based technology as a given, as a fact that 
“most people know” [85]. Carbon based technologies is relegated it to old technology [95] and 
strongly dissuasive phrases like “prohibitively expensive” [86] and “make our planet unliveable” 
[87] build a destructive and costly contrast to green technologies, especially for cost-sensitive 
policymakers or for development practitioners in the audience. 

Green technologies are described with inspirational optimism repeatedly in a short space of 
text. From “technologies of the future” [88], to “(if) the future is in green technologies”[91] to 
the all-encompassing “the future of the world is green”[93] the speech not only attempts to build 
a new fact (through repetition) but also draws up a time dimension other than urgency to the 
discussion. Green technology is displayed as a plane of competition, of racing, as African coun-
tries have to “catch-up” [90, 92-93] to “advanced” [91] countries. “Foresight” [84] or proactivity 
is advised here too as a necessary strategy for technological transformation. Following this expo-
sé-like tactic, the Prime Minister relies on and trusts his audience’s ability to identify investment 
in green technology as the logical choice against old technology -“[it] makes a lot of sense” [87]. 
Overtly mentioning financial resources as part of his proposed strategy for the first time in this 
section, the Prime Minister proceeds to amplify their importance and international dynamics of 
their acquisition by African countries in the second part of the speech. 

The keen interest in technology, again, perpetuates the perception that planetary (environ-
mental) boundaries are negotiable rather than inarguably limiting. The focus on technology is 
also of an economic nature as the reference to competitiveness echoes the typical economic un-
derstanding of development as progress measured in terms of economic growth.  This is further 
supported by the separation of ‘advanced’ and other countries along this line.  
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It is also within this space that Ethiopia’s other detached role, as a competitor of and poten-
tial leader of other African countries emerges, as the Prime Minister draws on it as an example 
repeatedly. Given the high possibility that representatives of the private sector and other emerg-
ing economies are present, it would not be far-fetched to suspect that the Prime Minister’s inten-
tion is also to market his own country as a viable target for external investment to support its 
renewable energy ambitions (Martinot et al. 2002) through this speech, somewhat undermining 
the ‘African’ alliance he tries to encourage in other parts of the speech.  

Regarding the future of green technology, the optimism in the speech is palpable and per-
haps with reason as there are identifiable trends showing that fossil fuels are depleting and that 
more prohibitive measures are being taken against it (Green 2010). However, the rate of deple-
tion is predicted to be slow enough for them to be available for another century and they remain 
the current best choice, based on the same cost-benefit approach the Prime Minister (Shafiee 
and Topal 2009). The time factor of green technology development and economic viability is 
therefore not properly considered and neither is the role of intellectual property rights in both 
limiting and facilitating access to certain technologies which carry both political and social impli-
cations (Hall and Helmers 2013). The unstated assumption that all technological advancement is 
geared towards being a considerably harmless ‘green’ is also an unsubstantiated generalization. A 
tendency for generalization is also visible in the next part of the speech. 

On Implementation: Financial Resources Mobilization 

Prime Minister Zenawi treats the complexity and difficulty of financial resource mobilization 
as an almost natural occurrence, given a history of what he at times refers to as a “struggle” [111] 
or a “forcefully” [110] argued or earned “right” [115].  

His speech also approaches the acquisition of financial resources from some external 
sources by Africans as a legal matter, especially in terms of international climate change negotia-
tions but advises, again, that other solutions exist outside of this setting. Reiterating that the 
themes discussed at the conference are “too urgent and too important” [113], points concludes 
that African countries are in a better position to cater to their best interests, something that oth-
ers’ ironic, “tender mercies” [113] cannot be relied on to attain. The use of ironic language and 
references to conflict-laden events reiterates the controversial, “provocative” [4] nature of the 
themes under discussion. 

A call is made for the ownership of the conditions for acquisition of the necessary and con-
sequently of their structural transformation and Green Economy must be taken by African coun-
tries as a collective. The accompanying strategy proposed is the underexploited one of self-
reliance and independence “without intermediation” [160] as African capabilities have been un-
derestimated – “we have sold ourselves short” [121] - and left largely untapped. Africa as a col-
lective and Africans themselves are resources for implementation [117-119]. 

In this section, the Prime Minister also expresses his belief about a certain ‘order’ that 
should exist between the labelled advanced and “emerging” [128, 135, 164-165] countries, as-
suming that financial resources should flow from the rich former to the less rich latter and call-
ing out the unnatural occurrence of the opposite as an unbeneficial “anomaly” [134].  In usual 
pro-and-con fashion, the alternative, investment in African opportunities is painted as hugely 
profitable yet untargeted, perhaps subtly questioning the reasoning of the emerging countries.  

Despite the call for ownership of the process, there is a strong emphasis on partnerships 
and that of collective versus individual bargaining by African countries which are considered to 
have been limitedly successful in the past. However, referral to the failure of past initiatives and 
their stalemate is mentioned as a caution. The speech’s treatment of the matter identifies the 
(minimized [147]) “African State” [144] as an ideological opposite to an (economically impairing 
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[150]) “neo-liberal onslaught” [143] – another indication of polarization surrounding structural 
transformation.  

This discussion also explicitly supports the call for transformation to occur in structural 
form but also in ideological form, noting that “[Africans] cannot solve the gap in infrastructural 
investment by limiting [themselves] to the neo-liberal thinking that created the problem in the 
first instance. [154-156]” There is an accompanying need for new ideologies to be employed. 

Prime Minister Zenawi ends his speech by expressing his faith in the audience’s ability to 
provide (better) solutions for the implementation of both structural transformation and Green 
Economy. 

Here again, the idea of the climate debt is brought up and advocated for on behalf of Afri-
can countries as a collective – a role the Prime Minister was used to taking on as former lead ne-
gotiator on climate matters for NEPAD, the AUC and the African Group at UN Climate Nego-
tiations. 

In this section too, more explicitly than in previous ones, distinctions between different 
economies and their groupings are made, as are calls for particular types of alliances. Along the 
lines of economic growth, the advanced and emerging economies are grouped separately. There 
are however repeated attempts to separate African countries from the former, not just as a cate-
gory but also in terms of reliance and prior ‘dependence’. This independence from the advanced 
countries is not only financial but indirectly ideological, as the neoliberal ideology is pitched 
against the “African state”. Such separation can also encourage the emergence of alternative in-
terpretations not only of Green Economy, but in future, of other terms that are likely to emerge 
from international negotiations. 

The Prime Minister’s use of an ideology whose application he claims is flawed, to convince 
his audience of the viability of renewable energy earlier in his speech is contradictory at the very 
least. This weakens part of the underlying premises of his argument in its entirety but also re-
flects the influential and staying power of neoliberal thinking; across environmental policy (Arsel 
and Büscher 2012) and with regards to the Green Economy particularly (Brockington 2012). 

The grouping of African countries around financial needs and expectations in the speech 
may appear as a unifying point when in fact, the conflicting demands and views within the group 
of African countries, for example in the negotiation of the climate debt (where the attainment of 
political solidarity remains a challenge) (Bond 2010), is overlooked.  

Another unstated argument from the speech however, is that the typical pivotal placement 
of the climate debate in international development and environmental policy may at times serve 
as an obstacle to the implementation of a transition towards a Green Economy. This can be visi-
ble with regards to climate change negotiations surrounding the climate debt and the unhon-
oured but unfortunately non-binding commitments made some of the advanced countries that 
fail to successfully transfer resources to LDCs, African ones especially. It also reflects how the 
objectives of various concepts, when treated as separate, can clash and ultimately impede the im-
plementation of this concept, as seen with sustainable development (Giddings et al. 2002). 

The mention, yet again, of the climate crisis though, re-establishes the crisis’ relevance and 
importance despite its near-dismissive treatment in the opening parts of the speech. From this 
we can infer that the crisis, regardless of the perspective employed to conceptualize it, remains a 
central objective or concern of the Green Economy concept. 
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Extracting Meanings of the Green Economy 

The opening lines of the speech’s block on technology contain the clearest phrase stating 
the Prime Minister’s opinion on Africa’s Green Economy: “…we have to create a Green Econ-
omy…” 

The speech doesn’t directly provide a definition of the Green Economy, especially given 
that it interchangeably referred to it as “green development” or the “green path”; its aim was to 
establish the relationship between it and Africa and consequently establish its relevance for the 
continent. However, the language used in the speech and the manner in which it was used re-
veals more than these relationships and perhaps more that this explicit aim as previously dis-
cussed theory predicted (Emmel et al. 1996, Scriven 1976). 

For example, the Prime Minister use of “we cannot…without…” hints at the ‘composition’ 
of the Green Economy by highlighting what cannot be excluded from it. Agricultural transfor-
mation, resource base rehabilitation and increased electricity generation for instance, may be 
considered components of a Green Economy. Through these components, specific goals are 
marked i.e. resilience to floods and drought or zero carbon emission energy generation. These 
usually more detailed goals paint a developmental vision for each sector, making are the Green 
Economy a little more than ‘just a concept’ to be defined. Clear goal setting helps with the iden-
tification of a concept but also with facilitates the building of models for its implementation 
(Ciegis et al. 2009). 

The relationship established between are the Green Economy and structural transformation 
is a very close one and by the end of the speech, an almost undeniable one. The nature of the 
connection is explicitly made but a co-dependence is established reflecting the use of structural 
as a necessary action for the transition to the Green Economy, which is discussed as resource 
allocation through investment in leading publications (UNEP 2011, OECD 2011). However, the 
Green Economy is also portrayed as almost automatically leading to structural transformation – 
in fact Prime Minister Zenawi identifies it as “the only way” to achieve structural transformation 
on two occasions. The Green Economy therefore, can also be a toolkit (of policies for instance) 
and many authors treat it as such (Allen and Clouth 2012). 

The Green Economy in this speech, in service of structural transformation is a different 
type of opportunity; one for the region to collectively take more control over some of its devel-
opmental choices e.g. in the nature of partnerships for resource mobilization and also to trans-
form ideologically. This message is reinforced through the creation of various country identity 
groups and polarizations (Hansen 2013, Heumann 2013) throughout the speech. We are given a 
hint that the Green Economy is not only a discursive space (seen in the Prime Minister’s early 
acknowledgement of the scepticism surrounding the issue or his reference to a neoliberal attack) 
but also a space in which power and control are competed for (Goodman and Salleh 2013). This 
also indirectly redefines structural transformation as not only a transfer of resources from one 
economic sector to the other, but also between countries and -perhaps most important for Afri-
can countries- of control and power. 

Noticeably absent from the speech, problems and solutions especially, are the objectives of 
the social facet of structural transformation and the Green Economy, ones that look beyond 
their direct income benefits to the population. A speech of this nature propagates an oversight 
that has been and still is being criticized (Boström 2012, Cook and Smith 2012). The same can be 
said of the absence of talk about a correction of habits and practices by the individual African, 
especially given the admitted mismanagement of natural resources (People's Summit 2012). 

The several of key components of the concept, along with the multiplicity of their interpre-
tations and linkages reveal the complexity and multidimensional qualities of the Green Economy 
concept. Within the speech, these are understood in different ways and applied selectively to 
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serve specific purposes. This observation supports the proposal that the adoption of the Green 
Economy concept, especially as countries are given flexibility on its implementation, may very 
well be fragmented and consequently makes a general or uniform identification of a Green 
Economy a difficult task in the long term.  
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Chapter 5 
Concluding Remarks 

The analysis of Prime Minister Zenawi’s speech, through an in-depth look at language-in-
use has provided a multi-perspective mental map of how a Green Economy can be interpreted, 
frequently straying from the ‘leading’ Green Economy definitions provided by organizations 
such as UNEP, the OECD or even the AfDB. This study has not only helped expose strengths 
and weaknesses in an influential and authoritative figure’s speech but has also gone beyond and 
provided insight into understanding the speech’s ability to produce meanings for a Green Econ-
omy.  

Apart from the malleable nature that the Green Economy concept as a whole appears to 
have inherited through contestation of its meaning, another layer of malleability can be seen 
through the manipulation of the climate crisis to serve different interests within the same speech. 
One can therefore witness through this sample that the components or other concepts within 
the Green Economy, may themselves be open to reinterpretation in the absence of a universal 
definition for their over-arching or ‘umbrella’ concept. This may be the case for Green Economy 
in the context of sustainable development. 

However, as illustrated through the Prime Minister’s initial attempt to side-line climate 
change and repeated return to the concept in the latter parts of the speech, it is possible to iden-
tify components of the concept that are essentially difficult to circumvent and that form a point 
of reference for the concept’s partial identification and interpretation. As such, not all aspects 
may be malleable. Perhaps, in efforts to secure characteristic features, cross-cutting principles for 
integrative comprehension and implementation of such a concept as attempted for sustainable 
development by Jabareen (2008)  can be built around these ‘core’ components. These evaluative 
principles may reduce the chances of a fragmented adoption and implementation of the Green 
Economy concept. They could also help in building alternative criteria for its identification and 
guide the design of measurable indices to mark and compare progress between countries. Sus-
tainable development’s millennium goals were similar to these principles but were only applicable 
to individual pillars and not all three. 

Like sustainable development before it (Redclift 2006), the Green Economy concept carries 
potential contradictions of its own, as Brand (2012) suggests. This is visible in the contradictory 
positions the speaker perhaps unconsciously finds himself in relation to the application of ne-
oliberal ideology or of the different value of nature attributed for agricultural and the renewable 
energy purposes. Such contradictions fuel contestation of the concept, making the creation of 
consensus around one or even a handful of meanings for it ever more difficult. 

The speech’s revelation of the impracticality of applying certain views, needs and demands 
uniformly on what are essentially heterogeneous communities, e.g. African countries, makes a 
reasonable argument in favour of this multiplicity, as countries may have common but differenti-
ated goals and potentially conflicting identities. While the multiple and at times co-existing inter-
pretations of the Green Economy and its components may be desirable for country leaders with 
different financial means, natural resource base and social development priorities, there remains 
the risk that the concept’s core objective of global sustainability will be undermined or missed, 
especially if a compartmentalized approach to it persists. 

The interaction of the different perspectives from each country may also re-shape their 
identities and roles in relation to each other in the long term, encouraging alliances and group-
ings along criteria different from those currently applied in international arenas (Harvey 2009). 
Perhaps in the long term, it is from such newly formed blocks and their co-existing perspectives 
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or policies that fewer, more accepted but negotiable meanings of the Green Economy concept 
will emerge making its definition less amorphous over time. 

It has been demonstrated with the guidance of argumentation and framing theory that the 
Green Economy concept carries within the debate of its definition, characteristics similar to 
those of sustainable development. The concept’s currently contested definition exposes it to var-
ious risks of manipulation and misuse which could ultimately render it powerless regarding its 
ability achieve its equally contested concept of sustainable development, a necessity that is no 
longer arguable. 

Although highly unlikely at the immediate future, consensus around a single or few closely 
related definitions is necessary if global sustainability is to be achieved and if this achievement is 
to be identifiable. Perhaps, the solution towards consensus building lies not in semantic con-
struction of a definition but rather in other approaches such the identification of cross-cutting 
goals and principles within closely related interpretations of the concept. 
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Excellencies 

Ladies and Gentlemen 

I am honoured to welcome the participants of this august gathering to Addis and to express 1 

how pleased I am to join you today. 2 

The topic of your discussion for this year’s gathering Green Economy and Structural Trans-3 

formation in Africa is an apt if not provocative one. Many people I am sure would agree 4 

with you that the fundamental issue for us Africans is that of structural transformation of 5 

our economics and not mere growth of our GDP.  Green economy is however an altogether 6 

different thing. 7 

 8 

I am sure many Africans will ask what green economy has got to do with us.  We did not 9 

create global warming and nothing we do is going to affect its future trajectory much.  10 

We are unlikely to be the source of new technology green or otherwise.  So what indeed has 11 

green economy got to do with us? Why should we think of introducing green technolo-12 

gies which could be more expensive than the alternatives? Why shouldn’t we simply 13 

concentrate on growth and transformation and leave the green thing to those who created 14 

the problem in the first instance and who can afford to embark on a new and largely un-15 

tried course? 16 

 17 

I can think of three good reasons why green growth is and cannot but be an essential ele-18 

ment of Africa’s structural economic transformation and none of them have much to do 19 

with what we as Africans can or should do to mitigate global warming. 20 

 21 

We cannot even think of structural economic transformation in Africa without trans-22 

forming our agriculture.  Our agricultural sector is plagued by problems created 23 

by others and by our own mismanagement.  Much of our land has been cleared of tree 24 

cover resulting in massive land degradation, soil erosion and vulnerability to both flood-25 

ing and drought.  As a result of the global warming that has already happened we have be-26 

come more exposed to strange combinations of drought and flooding.  The resource base 27 

of our agriculture is very seriously threatened.   28 

 29 

We need to act quickly to stop or at least radically mitigate soil erosion.  We need to 30 

improve the moisture retention capability of our soil, recharge our underground water re-31 

sources and increase the flow of our rivers.  If we are to promote irrigated agriculture to 32 

adapt to the changes we have to rehabilitate our degraded hills and mountains.  We 33 

cannot hope to mitigate the impact of droughts and floods without a massive re-34 

afforestation of our hills and mountains. 35 

 36 

But the impact of such a massive re-afforestation programme will not be limited to its ef-37 

fect on soil erosion and water management.  The trees we plant would become vital 38 

sources of new income for our farmers if we can sustainable manage and harvest them.  39 
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Green development involving massive re-afforestation water management and soil conser-40 

vation programmes is thus centre to any hope of transforming agriculture and improv-41 

ing the income of our farmers. 42 

Much of such work can be done by mobilizing the labour of our people and does not re-43 

quire much additional money.  It certainly does not require any new technology.  All 44 

it requires is the political will and social mobilization. Such a programme would also cre-45 

ate a massive carbon sink in the continent, but that is as it were the icing on the cake and 46 

not the main reason why we embark on such a path.  The main reason why we have to 47 

embark on such a green path of agricultural development is because that is the only way 48 

we can sustain a meaningful agricultural sector in the current global environment and 49 

because that is the only means we have to preserve the source base of our agriculture 50 

so that we can then transform it.  It also happens to be something that we can do with the 51 

resources and technology at our disposal. 52 

 53 

Given the fact that agriculture is the main stay of our economies, embarking on a green 54 

path of agricultural development will of necessity mean that green development be-55 

comes a pillar of our overall goal of economic transformation.  That is why we in Ethi-56 

opia have embarked on green development in agriculture including through the re-57 

afforestation of up to 15 million hectares of degraded land. 58 

 59 

The second reason why we can and should embark on green development as part of our 60 

structural economic transformation is because we are richly endowed with green and re-61 

newable sources of energy.  We in Africa have enormous untapped resources to generate 62 

power from renewable sources.  We have huge hydro power and wind power potential.  63 

We have significant potential in geothermal energy and with the greening of our agricul-64 

ture we will have enormous potential for modern bio-energy development.  As and when 65 

the technology develops and becomes competitive with other sources of energy our abun-66 

dant solar power resources will come in handy.  There cannot be any talk of structural 67 

economic transformation without massive increase in the electricity we generate.  And if 68 

we are to embark on such a massive programme we have to generate the electricity from 69 

the resource that we have in abundance and whose opportunity cost is close to zero.  70 

 71 

That can only be done if we generate most if not all of our electricity from renewable 72 

sources.  If we generate most or all of our energy from renewable sources then we will 73 

have by design or default embarked on a green path of economic transformation.  That 74 

is why we in Ethiopia have decided to increase the electricity we generate five-fold in five 75 

years and do so from renewable sources only.  That is why we plan to promote bio energy 76 

including second and third generation bio-fuels so that by 2025 when we expect to be a 77 

middle income country we will have close to zero net emission of carbon in our economy. 78 

 79 

The third reason why we have to create a green economy has to do with global techno-80 

logical trends.  It is true that International Negotiations on Climate Change have been 81 

stuck in a quagmire and are unlikely to get out of it any time soon.  But this has not 82 
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stopped those countries and companies that have the foresight and the resources 83 

from massive and concerted investment in green technologies.  Most people know that 84 

carbon based energy resources are going to be prohibitively expensive even before they 85 

make our planet unliveable.  It therefore makes a lot of sense for them to invest in the 86 

technologies of the future which most certainly are going to be green.   87 

 88 

Structural economic transformation in Africa will require that we catch up technological-89 

ly with the most advanced nations.  If the future is in green technologies our strategy 90 

for catch up cannot be based on technologies that will be out of use by the time we catch 91 

up.  The future of the world is green and when we plan for our future we must do so on 92 

the basis of green technologies.  All the more so because we have not heavily invested in 93 

old technologies and we are as it were investing in a green field. 94 

 95 

It seems to me that structural economic transformation and green development in 96 

Africa not only go together but are virtually inseparable.  Our topic today is therefore 97 

very timely and appropriate.   98 

 99 

As usual our problem is less in charting our course for the future and more in implement-100 

ing our chosen course.  More often than not the problem of implementation revolves 101 

around availability of resources for implementation. 102 

 103 

As we embark on green development we will be doing humanity as a whole and in partic-104 

ular those who created the problem in an enormous service.  It would therefore be 105 

natural and fair that we be compensated not only for the damage to our economies 106 

caused by global warming but also for the services we render in mitigating it. 107 

 108 

We have forcefully argued our case in the past and I am sure we will do so in the future.  109 

But even as we embark on the struggle to get every penny that we deserve we should 110 

recognize the issue of green development and structure economic transformation in Africa 111 

are too urgent and too important to be left to the tender mercies of the good will of oth-112 

ers.  We have to find a more reliable source of funding even as we insist on payment by 113 

other that is due to us by right. 114 

 115 

We should first and foremost look at options of mobilizing our own resources.  As I said 116 

earlier much of what needs to be done to embark on green development of our agriculture 117 

can be done through social mobilization and labour contributions of our people.  We 118 

should also do more to mobilize domestic resources for investment in electric power gen-119 

eration.  I must say that we have all sold ourselves short when it comes to domestic re-120 

source mobilization for infrastructural investment.  There is a lot of untapped potential 121 

there and we should share experiences on how to mobilize domestic resources for green 122 

infrastructure. 123 

 124 

Contrary to views of some people, there is no shortage of investment funds in the world 125 
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today.  Indeed the problem globally is that there is a glut of savings than cannot find suita-126 

bly remunerative investment.  As a result many emerging countries have been forced to 127 

lend their hard earned dollars at virtually zero interest rates to the most advanced coun-128 

tries.  The irony is not only that the poor are lending to the rich, it is also that there are 129 

huge profitable investment opportunities in Africa and yet we have difficulty accessing 130 

the glut of savings in the system. 131 

 132 

A number of mechanisms have been tried to address this anomaly.  We have tried to ac-133 

cess the resource at source and sought to borrow money from those emerging countries 134 

that have excess savings.  Some of us have been more successful than others in doing 135 

so.  We should try to do more of that but we have to realize that we will need additional 136 

mechanisms given the scale and scope of financing gap we face. 137 

 138 

We have tried to work through the G20 to try to devise a mechanism that would mitigate 139 

the perceived risk of lending to Africa and to use the MDB’s to mobilize additional re-140 

sources for infrastructural investment in Africa.  But this approach appears to have 141 

reached a dead-end as a result of the ideologically driven neo-liberal onslaught on 142 

the African State. 143 

 144 

As you know the neo-liberal thinking that is dominant in these institutions believe 145 

the African state should limit itself to building schools, clinics and so called social infra-146 

structure and leave the rest to the private sector.  The only problem with that approach is 147 

we have done exactly that for 30 years and the result has been the massive gap in infra-148 

structural investment that is crippling the prospects of economic growth in our conti-149 

nent.   150 

 151 

Einstein is supposed to have said you cannot solve a problem by limiting yourself to the 152 

level of thinking that created the problem in the first instance.  We cannot solve the gap in 153 

infrastructural investment by limiting ourselves to the neo-liberal thinking that cre-154 

ated the problem in the first instance.  And so while we cannot give up the fight to do 155 

more through these institutions we should at the same time seek other alternatives of ac-156 

cessing the global savings. 157 

 158 

One such option would be to access the savings without intermediation by others but 159 

through multilateral rather than bilateral mechanisms.  There are many alternatives of do-160 

ing that.  We have not in the past explored such a possibility as Africa’s engagement with 161 

the major savers has been limited to bilateral contacts or Africa’s engagement with one or 162 

the other emerging power.  I believe the time has come for us to broaden our past en-163 

gagements by approaching the emerging countries as a group to design mechanisms to 164 

enable us to directly access their savings for investment in green infrastructure.  There are 165 

a few ideas to tackle the challenge but I am sure you the participants can come up with 166 

more and better alternatives. 167 
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I wish you success in your deliberations and thank you for your kind attention. 168 
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Appendix II – General Analysis Table for the Speech 
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COMPONENTS 
MEANINGS OF 

TERMS, PHRASES, 
ETC. 

CONCLUSIONS ASSUMPTIONS 

PART I – PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 

BLOCK 1 - INTRODUCTION 

 

 The topic of your dis-
cussion for this year’s 
gathering Green Econ-
omy and Structural 
Transformation in Afri-
ca is an apt if not pro-
vocative one.  

 

Many people I am 
sure would agree with 
you that the fundamen-
tal issue for us Africans 
is that of structural 
transformation of our 
economics and not 
mere growth of our 
GDP.  

 

Green economy is 
however an altogether 
different thing. 
 

 

Very appropriate, 
suited to the circum-
stance; 

Referral to excite-
ment as well as anger, 
challenging or confronta-
tional, inflammatory or 
encouraging 

 

crucial, primary; 

large scale transfer 
of resources to other sec-
tors, changing the struc-
ture of resource alloca-
tion 

Mere – strictly, only 

 

 

 

contrasting, foreign, 
perhaps unrelated 

 

There is a need to 
discuss the conference 
theme. Theme brings 
together concepts for-
eign to each other 

 

Differences of 
opinion and attitudes 
regarding the theme 
exist 

 

 

 

 

Some people do 
not agree that structur-
al transformation is a 
fundamental need for 
growth. 

 I am sure many Afri-
cans will ask what green 
economy has got to do 
with us.   

 

We did not create 
global warming and 
nothing we do is going 
to affect its future tra-
jectory much.   

 

We are unlikely to 
be the source of new 
technology green or 
otherwise.   

 

So what indeed has 
green economy got to 
do with us?  

 

Why should we 
think of introducing 

Appeal to self-
authority and reliability 
of knowledge, shows 
awareness of contrasting 
views and anticipates 
them. 

 

Make, invent, prob-
ably in this case ‘cause’; 

Direction, path, 
course 

Improbable, doubt-
ful, implausible; 

Origin, provid-
er/supplier 
Indirect assignment of 
blame elsewhere. Africa 
not in a position to nor 
should it have to act 
 

 

Bring in the new, in-

Scepticism, uncer-
tainty and failure to 
identify a relation 
to/interest in green 
economy by many Afri-
cans. 

Africa did not con-
tribute to the climate 
crisis. 
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green technologies 
which could be more 
expensive than the al-
ternatives?  

 

Why shouldn’t we 
simply concentrate on 
growth and transfor-
mation and leave the 
green thing to those 
who created the prob-
lem in the first instance 
and who can afford to 
embark on a new and 
largely untried course? 
 

itiate, establish familiar-
ize or advance 

 

 

 

Environmental as-
pect of development (?) 
Green economy not 
‘known’ or ‘describable’ 
or ‘vague’; 

Difficulty, puzzle, 
obstacle; 

Having enough 
means to pay, give, allow; 

Unexperienced, un-
proven, experimental 

 

 

 

 

I can think of three 
good reasons why green 
growth is and cannot 
but be an essential el-
ement of Africa’s struc-
tural economic trans-
formation… 

 

…and none of them 
have much to do with 
what we as Africans can 
or should do to miti-
gate global warming. 
 

(Redundancy?) fun-
damental, indispensable 
component 

Purpose of speech 
revealed; to dispel scepti-
cism and establish other 
links between Africa and 
Green Economy besides 
climate change. 

 

Alleviate, lessen, di-
minish 

Links between Af-
rica and green economy 
other than climate 
change mitigation can 
be made. 

Green economy 
and structural trans-
formation are compati-
ble. 

 

Structural trans-
formation is the ulti-
mate goal 

 

 

 

Obvious link be-
tween Africa and Green 
Economy is climate 
change 

BLOCK 2 – AGRICULTURE 

We cannot even 
think of structural eco-
nomic transformation in 
Africa without trans-
forming our agricul-
ture.  

 

Our agricultural 
sector is plagued by 
problems created 
by others and by our 
own mismanagement.   

 

Much of our land 
has been cleared of tree 
cover resulting in mas-
sive land degradation, 
soil erosion and vul-
nerability to both 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overwhelmed, trou-
bled, afflicted; 
Misconduct, negligence, 
incompetence  

Plague Metaphor: 
likened to disease or in-
fection 

 

 

 

Agriculture sector 
is the priority sector for 
transformation. 

 

Both the resource 
base and the people are 
vulnerable, and the 
blame is shared. 
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flooding and drought.  

 

As a result of the 
global warming that has 
already happened we 
have become more ex-
posed to strange com-
binations of drought 
and flooding.   

 

The resource base 
of our agriculture is 
very seriously threat-
ened.   
 

 

unprotected, weak 

 

 

 

 

 

unprotected, sub-
jected 

odd, inexplicable, 
unexpected 

 

endangered, vulner-
able 
Constant reference to 
vulnerability 

Emphasis of urgen-
cy. 

We need to act 
quickly to stop or at 
least radically mitigate 
soil erosion.   

 

We need to im-
prove the moisture re-
tention capability of our 
soil, recharge our un-
derground water re-
sources and increase 
the flow of our rivers.   

 

If we are to pro-
mote irrigated agricul-
ture to adapt to the 
changes we have to re-
habilitate our degrad-
ed hills and moun-
tains.   

 

We cannot hope to 
mitigate the impact of 
droughts and floods 
without a massive re-
afforestation of our 
hills and mountains. 
 

Sense of urgency. 
Repetition of “We need” 
“We cannot…without” in 
connection with positive 
actions - giving instruc-
tion, action must be tak-
en, responsibility is col-
lective. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reference to choice 

Corrective action is 
imperative, not option-
al. 

 

‘Healthy’ hills and 
mountains build re-
sistant/resilient re-
source base and people. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These ‘problems’ 
are not unsolvable. 

 

 

Forests are cur-
rently not in a state 
conducive to resilience. 

 
 
 

But the impact of 
such a massive re-
afforestation pro-
gramme will not be 
limited to its effect on 

Immense task; 
acknowledges instruc-
tions are challenging 
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soil erosion and water 
management.   

 

The trees we plant 
would become vital 
sources of new income 
for our farmers if we 
can sustainably manage 
and harvest them.   

 

Green develop-
ment involving massive 
re-afforestation water 
management and soil 
conservation pro-
grammes is thus centre 
to any hope of trans-
forming agriculture and 
improving the income 
of our farmers. 

 
Much of such work can 
be done by mobilizing 
the labour of our people 
and does not require 
much additional mon-
ey.  

 

It certainly does 
not require any new 
technology.   

 

All it requires is 
the political will and 
social mobilization.   

 

Such a programme 
would also create a 
massive carbon sink in 
the continent, but that is 
as it were the icing on 
the cake and not the 
main reason why we 
embark on such a 
path.   

 

The main reason 
why we have to em-
bark on such a green 
path of agricultural de-
velopment is because 
that is the only way we 
can sustain a meaning-

 

 

 

Emphasis of im-
portance of forests; 

Condition for suc-
cess 

 

 

 

 

Previously used 
“green thing” when echo-
ing sceptics, now assign-
ing clear term. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Response to coun-
terviews regarding af-
fordability and need for 
new technology 

 

 

 

Organization, re-
cruitment 

 

 

 

 

 

Icing Metaphor; 
emphasis that carbon 
sink is a ‘bonus’ – related 
to climate change again, 
circles back to fact that 
climate change is not the 
perspective taken in this 
speech. 

Journey metaphor 

 

 

 

We (Africans) are 
currently unable to  
manage forests or har-
vest sustainably 

 

 

Green develop-
ment will lead to im-
proved agriculture sec-
tor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We (Africans) too 
can and have other 
means to take correc-
tive action. 

 

Achieving green 
development/green 
economy is a socio-
political matter. 

 

Green Economy 
improves the agricul-
ture sector. 

 

Green Economy is 
the only viable option, 
especially given the re-
sources available 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Green develop-
ment and green econ-
omy are similar and/or 
connected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ways other than 
the Green Economy 
have been evaluated for 
the transformation of 
African agricultural 
sectors 
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ful agricultural sector in 
the current global envi-
ronment… 

 

…and because 
that is the only means 
we have to preserve the 
source base of our agri-
culture so that we can 
then transform it.   

 

It also happens to 
be something that we 
can do with the re-
sources and technology 
at our disposal. 
 

for green economy 

Imperative, instruc-
tion 

 

 

Conclusion  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additional bene-
fit/reason 

Given the fact 
that agriculture is the 
main stay of our econ-
omies, embarking on a 
green path of agricul-
tural development will 
of necessity mean that 
green development 
becomes a pillar of 
our overall goal of 
economic transfor-
mation.   

 

That is why we in 
Ethiopia have embarked 
on green development 
in agriculture including 
through the re-
afforestation of up to 15 
million hectares of de-
graded land. 

Undisputable fact. 

 

 

Journey metaphor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ethiopia (home 
country) as example. 

“We in Ethiopia” – 
standing out of the crowd 

Green economy is 
central to economic 
transformation. 

Undisputable, 
normalized fact. 

 

BLOCK 3 - ENERGY 

The second reason 
why we can and 
should embark on 
green development as 
part of our structural 
economic transfor-

Reiterates capability 
and imperative for tran-
sition to green economy 

 

Journey metaphor 

 

 

Renewable energy 
is a means through 
which Africa can 
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mation is because we 
are richly endowed 
with green and renewa-
ble sources of energy.   

 

We in Africa have 
enormous untapped 
resources to generate 
power from renewable 
sources.  

 

We have huge hy-
dro power and wind 
power potential.   

 

We have signifi-
cant potential in geo-
thermal energy and 
with the greening of 
our agriculture we will 
have enormous poten-
tial for modern bio-
energy development.   

 

As and when the 
technology develops 
and becomes competi-
tive with other sources 
of energy our abundant 
solar power resources 
will come in handy.   

 

There cannot be 
any talk of structural 
economic transfor-
mation without mas-
sive increase in the elec-
tricity we generate.  

 

And if we are to 
embark on such a mas-
sive programme we 
have to generate the 
electricity from the re-
source that we have in 
abundance and whose 
opportunity cost is 
close to zero.  
 

 

Gifted, capable 

Reflected value of 
renewable sources of en-
ergy for Africa 

 

Unexploited, unused 

 

 

 

 

 

Repeated use of po-
tential – either accidental 
or an indirect admission 
of the experimental as-
pect of bio-energy devel-
opment in Africa or scien-
tific application (physics) 
of the word in relation to 
energy. 

 

 

 

 

Uncertain outcome 

 

Related terms: rich-
ly, abundant – more than 
enough; 

Reference to uncer-
tain future and prepar-
edness 

 

Condition for suc-
cess 
Defining structural trans-
formation 

 

 

 

Reference to choice 

 

 

 

 

achieve both Green 
Economy and successful 
structural transfor-
mation. 

 

The renewable en-
ergy market is still in its 
early stages. 

 

Choice to exploit 
renewable energy ex-
ploitation must be made 
based on costs. 

 

Access to renewa-
ble energy sources is 
limited in other regions 
of the world 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Successful exploi-
tation of renewable 
resources depends on 
access to appropriate 
technology (may con-
tradicts earlier state-
ment that [transition to] 
the green economy did 
not require new tech-
nology) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Opportunity cost” 
– alternatives for mas-
sive electricity produc-
tion exist. 
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Condition for choice 

That can only be 
done if we generate 
most if not all of our 
electricity from re-
newable sources.  

 

If we generate 
most or all of our ener-
gy from renewable 
sources then we will 
have by design or de-
fault embarked on a 
green path of economic 
transformation.   

 

That is why we in 
Ethiopia have decided 
to increase the electrici-
ty we generate five-fold 
in five years and do so 
from renewable sources 
only.   

 

That is why we 
plan to promote bio 
energy including second 
and third generation 
bio-fuels so that by 
2025 when we expect to 
be a middle income 
country we will have 
close to zero net emis-
sion of carbon in our 
economy. 
 

Condition for suc-
cess  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Intentionally or 
not” embarked on a 
green path… 

Defining the green 
path 

 

 

 

Ethiopia as example, 
Ethiopian choice 

 

 

 

 

 

Ethiopia as example, 
Ethiopian choice 

 

 

Reference to fight 
against climate change 
goals. 

Electricity genera-
tion through renewable 
resources is the best 
choice. 

 

Electricity genera-
tion through renewable 
resources helps counter 
climate change. 

 

Electricity genera-
tion through renewable 
resources has an op-
portunity cost close to 
zero. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Renewable energy 
produces close to zero 
net carbon emission in 
the long term  

 
 No other type of ener-
gy source is or will be 
competing with renew-
able resources 

BLOCK 4 - TECHNOLOGY 

The third reason 
why we have to create 
a green economy has 
to do with global tech-
nological trends.  

 

It is true that In-
ternational Negotiations 
on Climate Change have 
been stuck in a quag-
mire and are unlikely 
to get out of it any 
time soon.   

 

But this has not 

Imperative, instruc-
tion 

First explicit use of 
‘green economy’ since 
introductory section 

 

Recognizes potential 
reason for concern. 

Difficult, complicat-
ed situation 

Lack of faith in ne-
gotiations? 

 

 

 

Technology is part 
of Green Economy and 
cannot be ignored. 
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stopped those coun-
tries and companies 
that have the foresight 
and the resources from 
massive and concerted 
investment in green 
technologies.   

 

Most people know 
that carbon based ener-
gy resources are going 
to be prohibitively ex-
pensive even before 
they make our planet 
unliveable.  

 

It therefore 
makes a lot of sense 
for them to invest in the 
technologies of the fu-
ture which most cer-
tainly are going to be 
green.   
 
 

 

 

identifying ‘others’ 

 

Prudence, fore-
thought, far-sightedness 

 

 

 

Well-known ‘fact’ 

Trust the knowledge 
of the audience 

Dissuasive  

 

 

 

Conclusion, logical 
decision, identifying ‘oth-
ers’ 

 

Faith in green tech-
nology’s potential 

Countries need to 
be proactive vis-à-vis 
technological trends. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No other type of 
energy source is or will 
be competing with re-
newable resources. 

Structural econom-
ic transformation in 
Africa will require that 
we catch up technolog-
ically with the most ad-
vanced nations.   

 

If the future is in 
green technologies our 
strategy for catch up 
cannot be based on 
technologies that will be 
out of use by the time 
we catch up.   

 

The future of the 
world is green and 
when we plan for our 
future we must do so on 
the basis of green tech-
nologies.  All the more 
so because we have not 
heavily invested in old 
technologies and we 
are as it were investing 
in a green field. 
 

 

 

Reference to racing, 
competing 

 

 

 

 

 

Illogical decision 
making 

 

 

 

Repetition of posi-
tion/belief 

 

 

Conclusion, support-
ing fact 

 

 

 

 

Carbon based en-
ergy will eventually be 
phased out as an option. 

 

 

 

 

 

Green technology 
is the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carbon based en-
ergy is already losing 
popularity. 
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PART II – FINANCIAL RESOURCES FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

It seems to me that 
structural economic 
transformation and 
green development in 
Africa not only go to-
gether but are virtually 
inseparable.  Our topic 
today is therefore very 
timely and appropri-
ate.   
 
As usual our problem is 
less in charting our 
course for the future 
and more in implement-
ing our chosen course.  
More often than not the 
problem of implementa-
tion revolves around 
availability of resources 
for implementation. 
 

 

 

 

Repeating view-
point, conclusion and 
relevance of the confer-
ence 

 

 

 

Normalized, recog-
nized situation/reality 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Availability of re-
sources for implemen-
tation is the main obsta-
cle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BLOCK 5 – REWARDING THE TRANSITION 

As we embark on 
green development we 
will be doing humanity 
as a whole and in par-
ticular those who cre-
ated the problem in an 
enormous service.  

 

It would therefore 
be natural and fair 
that we be compensated 
not only for the damage 
to our economies 
caused by global warm-
ing but also for the ser-
vices we render in 
mitigating it. 
 

 

The entire human 
species 

‘others’, placing 
blame/responsibility 

Favour, act of kind-
ness, non-obligatory 

 

Normal, right - 
Moral appeal 

African countries as 
victims of climate change 

African countries as 
providers 

Adopting green 
development is benefits 
others too. 

 

African countries’ 
decision to adopt green 
development should be 
rewarded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

African countries 
should not be commit-
ting to mitigating cli-
mate change 

We have forcefully 
argued our case in the 
past and I am sure we 
will do so in the fu-
ture.   

 

But even as we 
embark on the struggle 
to get every penny that 
we deserve… 

 

…we should recog-
nize the issue of green 

Convincingly, insist-
ently 

Legal reference 

Faith in African 
countries’ efforts and 
abilities. 

 

Previous action in-
sufficient 

Thoroughness; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

External funding is 
insufficient so alterna-
tive funding is neces-
sary. 
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development and struc-
ture economic trans-
formation in Africa are 
too urgent and too 
important to be left to 
the tender mercies of 
the good will of others.   

 

We have to find a 
more reliable source of 
funding even as we in-
sist on payment by oth-
ers that is due to us by 
right. 
 

 

 

 

 

Time sensitive, val-
uable; 

 

 

 

Imperative, instruc-
tion, need to own and 
control process 

 

 

 

 

Legal language 

 

 

 

 

 

External funding is 
unreliable. 

 

A form of law at-
tributing such rights to 
African countries exists. 

BLOCK 6 – LOCAL RESOURCING 

We should first 
and foremost look at 
options of mobilizing 
our own resources.   

 

As I said earlier 
much of what needs to 
be done to embark on 
green development of 
our agriculture can be 
done through social 
mobilization and labour 
contributions of our 
people.   

 

We should also do 
more to mobilize do-
mestic resources for 
investment in electric 
power generation.  

 

 

I must say that we 
have all sold ourselves 
short when it comes to 
domestic resource mo-
bilization for infrastruc-
tural investment.   

 

There is a lot of 
untapped potential 

 

Independence, self-
sufficiency 

 

 

 

 

 

Local, multi-level 
commitment and organi-
zation 

 

 

Instruction 

 

 

 

 

 

Expression of disap-
pointment; 
Underestimate, failure to 
recognize poten-
tial/capacity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

African countries 
have underestimated 
the availability of their 
own resources for in-
vestment. 

 

 

There are unidenti-
fied resources and Afri-
can countries can learn 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Domestic re-
sources are available 
and accessible. 
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there and we should 
share experiences on 
how to mobilize domes-
tic resources for green 
infrastructure. 

Unexplored, under-
exploited 

from each other. 

 

BLOCK 7 – ROLE REVERSAL 

Contrary to views 
of some people, there 
is no shortage of in-
vestment funds in the 
world today.   

 

Indeed the prob-
lem globally is that 
there is a glut of savings 
than cannot find suita-
bly remunerative in-
vestment.   

 

As a result many 
emerging countries 
have been forced to 
lend their hard earned 
dollars at virtually 
zero interest rates to 
the most advanced 
countries.   

 

The irony is not 
only that the poor are 
lending to the rich, it is 
also that there are huge 
profitable investment 
opportunities in Africa 
and yet we have difficul-
ty accessing the glut of 
savings in the system. 
 

Singles out sceptics, 
pessimists 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“other” grouping 

Countries have no 
choice; 

Obtained through a 
lot of effort 

 
Not beneficial; ‘wasted’ 
(?) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Investment in Afri-
ca is more beneficial 
and profitable than 
lending to advanced 
countries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The rich should be 
lending to the poor. 

A number of mech-
anisms have been tried 
to address this anoma-
ly.   

 

We have tried to 
access the resource at 
source and sought to 
borrow money from 
those emerging coun-
tries that have excess 
savings.   

 

Some of us have 
been more successful 

 

Abnormal relation-
ship 

 

 

 

 

Identifying ‘others’, 
dividing the group fur-
ther. 
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that others in doing so.   

 

We should try to 
do more of that but we 
have to realize that we 
will need additional 
mechanisms given the 
scale and scope of fi-
nancing gap we face. 
 

BLOCK 8 – PAST EFFORTS AND ALTERNATIVE RESOURCES 

We have tried to 
work through the G20 
to try to devise a mech-
anism that would miti-
gate the perceived risk 
of lending to Africa and 
to use the MDB’s to mo-
bilize additional re-
sources for infrastruc-
tural investment in 
Africa.   

 

But this approach 
appears to have reached 
a dead-end as a result 
of the ideologically 
driven neo-liberal on-
slaught on the African 
State. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stalemate, impasse 

 

 

Ideological attack, 
assault, ambush 

 

 

As you know the 
neo-liberal thinking that 
is dominant in these 
institutions believe the 
African state should 
limit itself to building 
schools, clinics and so 
called social infra-
structure and leave the 
rest to the private sec-
tor.   

 

The only problem 
with that approach is 
we have done exactly 
that for 30 years and 
the result has been the 
massive gap in infra-
structural investment 
that is crippling the 
prospects of economic 
growth in our conti-
nent.   
 

 

Well known fact, 
audience awareness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Impairment, consid-

 

Role of the state 
has been reduced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neoliberal ideolo-
gy has failed African 
countries and can no 
longer be relied upon. 

 

African states’ ac-
tivities should not be 
limited 
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ered offensive term 

Einstein is sup-
posed to have said you 
cannot solve a problem 
by limiting yourself to 
the level of thinking that 
created the problem in 
the first instance.   

 

We cannot solve 
the gap in infrastructur-
al investment by limit-
ing ourselves to the 
neo-liberal thinking that 
created the problem in 
the first instance.   

 

And so while we 
cannot give up the fight 
to do more through 
these institutions we 
should at the same time 
seek other alternatives 
of accessing the global 
savings. 
 

 

Appeals to widely 
recognized scientific au-
thority, paraphrases 
thoughts to support and 
illustrate a point and 
logic. 

New way of think-
ing, new ideology is 
needed. 

 

One such option 
would be to access the 
savings without inter-
mediation by others 
but through multilateral 
rather than bilateral 
mechanisms.   

 

There are many al-
ternatives of doing that.  
We have not in the past 
explored such a possi-
bility as Africa’s en-
gagement with the ma-
jor savers has been 
limited to bilateral con-
tacts or Africa’s en-
gagement with one or 
the other emerging 
power.  

 

I believe the time 
has come for us to 
broaden our past en-
gagements by ap-
proaching the emerging 
countries as a group to 
design mechanisms to 
enable us to directly 

 

Without intermedi-
aries; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Other’ groups 

 

Commitment or bat-
tle; 

 

Intermediaries are 
not always necessary 
and bilateral agree-
ments reduce options 
for and potential for 
mobilization of re-
sources 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Multilateral 
agreements are not lim-
iting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Emerging coun-
tries are better part-
ners than past collabo-
rators e.g. G20 
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access their savings for 
investment in green 
infrastructure.   

 

There are a few 
ideas to tackle the chal-
lenge but I am sure you 
the participants can 
come up with more and 
better alternatives. 

 

 

 

 

Collective ex-
change can/will gener-
ate adequate alternative 
solutions. 

END OF SPEECH 
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